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Executive Summary

3

The project has made good progress in completing the majority (94%) of System Integration Testing (SIT) test scripts with a 95% success 
rate.  However, due to conversion, interface, and security configuration delays, SIT completion has been moved out by one month (to 
1/25/2021), and it remains unclear if this re-baselined date is achievable.  DOE leadership continues efforts to provide relief to overtaxed 
resources and have recently augmented their project team with a project coordinator and an additional IT resource and have hired a 
resource to assist the heavily overallocated DOE Functional Lead.  The DOE Technical Lead operational responsibilities have been
significantly reduced to focus on project activities.  The SI has also augmented their team by onboarding an additional security resource to 
address growing security delays and other security concerns.  Impacts of these efforts remain to be seen but most are likely to produce 
some positive results as these resources are brought up to speed and become more productive.  
The project continues to operate with limited visibility into whether project milestones can be met due to the lack of a detailed, fully 
resourced project plan, which could lead to unexpected delays and reduce the effectiveness of planning efforts. The project team
continues to make extensive efforts to meet project milestones at an accelerated pace but may be sacrificing some quality controls and 
best practices to meet project deadlines. DOE SMEs continue to report some unproductive work sessions as it does not appear the SI has 
been able to fully/effectively address previously reported poor PM practices and other staffing challenges with their team.
The project continues to address Oracle platform limitations through development of multiple workarounds which will likely increase the 
level of effort for Organizational Change Management (OCM) and training activities, increase complexity for long-term system support, and 
reduce stakeholder buy-in and user satisfaction.  The project has identified platform security limitations that could limit DOE's ability to 
secure sensitive information from their users.  IV&V remains concerned that mistakes made in configuring irreversible items in UAT or in 
the final production environment could require a 3-to-5-week environment refresh that could further extend the schedule and/or delay 
system go-live.
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Executive Summary (cont’d)

4

Nov Dec Jan Category IV&V Observations

Cost & 
Schedule 
Management

The project team continues to make extensive efforts to meet project milestones at an accelerated pace,
and is accepting some risks, including sacrificing quality (see finding #9 update), in order to complete the
significant number of remaining tasks and meet their goal of a July 2021 go-live date. As the details of the
system design and required workarounds are clarified, DOE SMEs have expressed concerns that efforts to
modify their policies and procedures to address workarounds may be extensive and that the system may
not meet their users' expectations. The project continues to operate with limited visibility into whether
project milestones can be met due to the lack of a detailed, fully resourced project plan (see finding #4),
which could lead to unexpected delays and hinder effective planning efforts. SIT was originally scheduled
for completion on 12/28/2020 until the schedule was re-baselined with a new 1/25/2021 SIT completion
date, however, it remains unclear if the re-baselined dates are achievable. Due to the schedule delays, the
project is assessing which system components could be feasibly introduced later in the UAT cycle.
Introducing components late into UAT is widely considered a bad practice primarily because it can reduce
the effectiveness of system testing and lead to an increase in post go-live bugs.

M M M000 
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Executive Summary (cont’d)

5

Nov Dec Jan Category IV&V Observations

Human 
Resources 
Management

DOE leadership continues efforts to provide relief to overtaxed resources and have recently reassigned a
project coordinator to assist the DOE PM and an IT resource to manage DOE technical project tasks.
They have also hired a new resource to assist the heavily overallocated DOE Functional Lead. DOE
leadership is also making efforts to offload operational responsibilities (i.e., reducing their responsibility
for the sections they manage from 8 to 4), from the DOE Technical Lead, a key member of the PMO who
has thus far had to limit project involvement due to their operational responsibilities. Impacts of these
changes remain to be seen but are likely to produce some positive results as the new resources become
more productive. The DOE PMO continues to increase efforts to fill gaps in coordination, communication,
and management of project tasks. However, some stakeholders have suggested DOE team morale has
been negatively affected due to the amount of time they spend on the project as well as frustration with
the SIs lack of communication, coordination, and meeting preparation.

The SI is making efforts to increase the capabilities and capacity of their team. The SI has recently
onboarded an additional security resource, however, it remains unclear whether this will improve
solutioning of outstanding security problems or prevent further delays in this area. The SI has
reassigned their Reports Analyst to assist with GL configuration which has reportedly improved SI
communications with DOE SMEs. The SI has also stated they plan to onboard an additional testing
resource to support the testing effort so that the SI PM can focus their efforts on project management.
DOE SMEs continue to express a lack confidence in the SI functional leads expert knowledge of the
system, ability to provide quality work products, follow through, and ability to communicate effectively
among themselves. Subsequently, DOE SMEs continue to spend an increasing amount of time
reviewing SI work products for accuracy/quality as well as solutioning problems that would typically be
resolved through expertise provided by the SI. IV&V remains concerned that the DOE has been impacted
(e.g., dealing with issues related to remote learning, on-site/off-site logistics) by the COVID pandemic in
ways that other agencies may not have been impacted, which has put an overall strain on DOE
resources.

IV&V maintains a “High” rating for this risk category but will monitor the effects of recent efforts to
mitigate HR risks and reassess for the next reporting period.

HHH••• 
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Executive Summary (cont’d)

6

Nov Dec Jan Category IV&V Observations

Project 
Management & 
Organization

State leadership has announced that furloughs will no longer be instituted beginning in January but will
likely begin July 2021. DOE SMEs continue to report (and IV&V has observed) instances of
unproductive work sessions due to a lack of SI preparation for meetings. DOE PMO and IV&V continue
to note instances of the SI participation in meetings with multiple DOE participants that may have been
unnecessary, or the amount of time taken could have been reduced if the SI had one-on-one
conversations with SMEs to clarify or resolve issues prior to (or in lieu of) meeting with the larger
group. Further, meeting minutes and meeting agendas are not consistently provided to attendees.
IV&V recommends project leadership reassess meeting scheduling processes and reach agreement
with DOE SMEs on more optimal meeting governance to reduce the number and length of meetings so
the project team can focus on and accelerate project tasks. It appears the SI PM continues to be
overallocated as some PM tasks are delayed, rushed, or missed, which may reduce the effectiveness
of the overall management of the project.

The SI has made efforts to provide DOE with details of their plans for knowledge transfer which DOE is
in the process of reviewing. M&O planning is underway, but the SI has recognized the need for more
experienced resources for this effort and plans to augment their team appropriately.

M M M000 
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Executive Summary (cont’d)

7

Nov Dec Jan Category IV&V Observations

Quality 
Management

Testers have reported that extensive security changes have been implemented by the SI throughout
SIT, some without informing testers. Each time the SI implements changes/fixes to SIT, testers
typically are required to re-run their test scripts which has increased testers workload. This is another
example of an SI team member bypassing control processes and causing negative downstream
effects, in what appears to be an effort to accelerate late project tasks.

DOE continues to report that their expectation for SI-led testing activities have not been met. The SI
has recently revisited their test script quality and has committed to making improvements. IV&V
remains concerned that the SIs testing approach lacks sufficient rigor and quality controls. There is
currently no indication the project will perform SIT regression tests which could decrease the
effectiveness of this testing phase, as well as the quality of the UAT environment, and potentially
increase rework. SIT testing results seem positive thus far, however, IV&V and DOE leadership
remain concerned that test scripts may lack sufficient coverage of some aspects of system
functionality. The project may elect to implement some functionality late into UAT, in order to keep to
their aggressive schedule, which could reduce the quality of the UAT testing phase and lead to
unexpected bugs at go-live.

M MM000 
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Executive Summary (cont’d)
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Nov Dec Jan Category IV&V Observations

System 
Architecture 
& Design

The project continues to address Oracle platform limitations through implementing what appears to be extensive
workarounds which will likely increase the level of effort for OCM and training activities, and potentially reduce
stakeholder buy-in and user satisfaction. The project has identified platform security limitations that could limit
DOE's ability to secure and hide sensitive information from users. Users will now be able to access data that is
currently secured/hidden in their legacy system (e.g., schools will now be able to see other schools' assets and
procurement information). The SI has yet to confirm that compromises in security, due to platform and auto
provisioning limitations, could increase the risk of fraud. It remains unclear if users could potentially create and
approve invoices that could result in personal gain. Further, the SI has recently informed DOE that they will not
be able to secure PO attachments which could expose regulated/private special education student information.
Therefore, DOE plans to develop new procedures to remove sensitive data from attachments (e.g., PO
attachments currently include details of special education students that are required by policy or statue to be
kept private).

SI security configuration activities continue to fall behind and their efforts to effectively communicate the security
model to DOE has not met stakeholder expectations. SIT testers have reported that security changes have been
implemented without warning (bypassing release management procedures) in order to accelerate security tasks
that have fallen behind schedule. The SI has recently onboarded an additional security resource to address
these challenges.

Due to limitations in the Oracle user interface, the project has recently elected to eliminate the Oracle FMS
default requisition feature in order to simplify entry of POs for their users. It remains unclear if this change will
increase the potential for fraud and/or if implementing this change will create additional schedule delays. IV&V
remains concerned that mistakes made in configuring irreversible items in UAT or in the final production
environment could require a 3-to-5-week environment refresh that could further extend the schedule and/or
delay system go-live.

External interface and conversion challenges continue to create schedule delays. Some project tasks have been
delayed due to late engagement of the DOE Office of Talent Management (OTM) and unresolved issues with
DOE check printing through DAGS. The project is actively addressing risks in this category but as of this
reporting period they have not been fully addressed. IV&V has raised this category risk to “High” criticality based
on the multiple risk factors presented in this summary and the closing window of opportunity to mitigate these
risks as go-live draws near.

MM Hoo • 
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations

9

IV&V identified 12 findings (3 issues and 9 risks) for this reporting period. The following chart breaks down the findings by 
type/category/priority.
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Summary of IV&V Open Risks/Issues Criticality
Category Type # Finding Title Criticality

Cost & 
Schedule 
Management

Risk 3
Adoption of an aggressive schedule could lead to poor system quality, user frustration, stretch DOE 
resources beyond their capacity, and bad press. Medium

Risk 4
Delayed finalization of the Project Management Plan (PMP) and schedule could lead to stakeholder 
confusion and less than informed planning and ultimately lead to reduced productivity and project 
delays.

Medium

Human 
Resource 
Management

Issue 2
Over reliance on a few skilled and overtaxed DOE project resources could lead to significant project 
disruption. High

Risk 5
SI staffing challenges could reduce project productivity and system design quality, and lead to 
schedule delays. Medium

Project 
Organization & 
Management

Risk 6
COVID-19 State-wide shutdown could hinder project activities and negatively impact the project 
schedule and budget.

Medium

Risk 8
Inefficient project management practices could lead to overall lack of productive project activities 
and ultimately schedule delays. Medium

Risk 11
Insufficient knowledge transfer (KT) and M&O planning prior to go-live could lead to project delays 
and diminished quality of post go-live support.  Medium

Quality 
Management

Issue 10 Inadequate release management processes could lead to significant rework and schedule delays. High

Risk 12
Insufficient testing strategy and planning could lead to poor test quality, including incomplete and 
invalid test results. Medium

System 
Architecture & 
Design

Risk 7
Oracle Financials environment constraints could lead to schedule delays and leave the project 
unable to meet development, testing, and training objectives. Medium

Issue 9
User provisioning and security model complexities could lead to unmet user expectations, 
unfulfilled business objectives, and schedule delays. High

Risk 13
Integration with older (antiquated technology) systems could be unexpectedly complicated and lead 
to schedule delays. Medium

10fi 
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Cost & Schedule Management
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

3

Risk - Adoption of an aggressive schedule could lead to poor system quality, user frustration, 
stretch DOE resources beyond their capacity, and bad press: In October of 2018, the aging DOE FMS 
failed, was offline for several weeks, and led to significant disruption of critical operations.  As a result, the 
DOE quickly procured and launched this project with the goal of replacing their FMS as quickly as possible 
to avoid a similar event.  The project is currently executing an aggressive, accelerated timeline with a 
January 2021 go-live date.  This accelerated schedule incurs risks that the DOE has deemed acceptable 
given the potential larger risks associated with another legacy FMS failure.  In order to speed 
implementation, the project has elected to implement a cloud-based Oracle Software-as-a-Service platform 
based on a pre-configured template, leverage Agile SDLC methods, limit the amount of new or improved 
functionality, and scaled back some project documentation and early analysis. 
The accelerated schedule could lead to:
• Lack of thorough consideration of required business process changes resulting from the new system
• User confusion and frustration due to the added burden of learning a new system with new processes, unmet 

expectations for improvements, and significant disruption to their daily duties
• Over allocation of project resources and users
• Significant OCM and Training efforts with limited time to plan and execute
• Project decisions to cut corners to meet milestones and DOE expectation
• Unproductive working sessions due to insufficient analysis efforts
• Limited time to react to or resolve issues that may arise 
• Poor system design
• A flurry of chaotic stakeholder activity as the project progresses closer to go-live.
If this risk is realized, negative user feedback could lead to inflammatory media coverage which could 
negatively impact legislative, board of education, and public support. The project has stated they will only 
go live if the system sufficiently supports DOE operations and users are able to do their jobs.

Medium

11
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Cost & Schedule Management (cont’d)
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

4

Risk - Delayed finalization of the Project Management Plan (PMP) and schedule could lead to 
stakeholder confusion and less than informed planning and ultimately lead to reduced productivity 
and project delays.: The project is currently operating under a draft Project Management Plan (PMP) and 
project schedule.  The PMP was due 3/12/20 but, as of this reporting period, both have not been finalized.  
DOE project leadership has indicated that existing drafts appear to lack sufficient details.
The projects accelerated schedule leaves little room for any impact to project productivity.  Lack of a 
finalized PMP could lead to uncertainty around project scope and uncertainty around how the project will be 
executed or managed, which can reduce overall project cadence and productivity. 
Delays in establishing a clear, detailed baselined schedule could lead to project delays and leave the 
project unable to effectively monitor project progress.  Further, the lack of a clear critical path could leave 
the project with little time to respond to critical path activities that may have already impacted the project go-
live date.

Medium

12
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Cost & Schedule Management (cont’d)

13

M

Recommendations Progress

• Take steps to assure sufficient OCM planning, and activities are performed to prepare users for the 
significant change taking place at an accelerated rate.

In progress

• Project leadership closely monitor project productivity and meet regularly to perform continuous process 
improvement (continuously reach out for feedback and move quickly to improve unproductive project 
elements and processes).

In progress

• Leadership take steps to closely monitor project team capacity and assure resources are not 
overallocated.

In progress

• Request that the SI address issues with their project team that place an unnecessary burden on overtaxed 
DOE SMEs.

In progress

• Project make early efforts to plan for and prepare contingency plans in the event it becomes clear the 
accelerated schedule is unsustainable or critical project objectives will not be met by the planned go-live 
date.

In progress

• Request the SI proactively augment their team with additional experienced resources as needed to assure 
project milestone deadlines are met.

In progress

• Request the SI provide the project with a detailed, fully resourced project schedule. In progress

0 
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Human Resource Management

14

# Key Findings Criticality 
Rating

2

Risk - Over reliance on a few skilled and overtaxed DOE project resources could lead to significant 
project disruption: There are currently 3-4 DOE team members who are relied on to a greater extent than 
others. Each of these individuals have significant standing critical operational responsibilities and most have 
managerial responsibilities as well.  While each of these team members have indicated a strong commitment 
to project success, each has multiple competing priorities, and most will be constrained with operational tasks 
between now and go-live.  Many DOE team members will likely participate in the FMS Mainframe-as-a-
Service project currently planned for August 2020, though, the required level of effort remains unclear.  It 
remains unclear if DOE staffing levels committed to in the original Statement of Work (SOW) have been met.
Over reliance on key resources can not only overtax and thereby reduce the effectiveness of these key 
individuals, but also presents a risk of significant project disruption in the event of their departure.  While most 
projects have this risk, the risk impact for this project, from IV&V's perspective, is higher than most, and while 
the project could be impacted by the loss of any DOE team members, there are 3-4 individuals who are relied 
on to a greater extent than others.  Loss of these individuals could lead to significant project disruption. 
Failure to transfer standing daily operational and managerial responsibilities from these individuals to other 
DOE resources could stretch them beyond their capacity and lead to a lack of job satisfaction, decreased 
productivity, decrease in quality, and increases the probably they could make critical mistakes that could 
negatively impact the project.  Several of these key resources have indicated they have significant 
operational responsibilities and projects between now and go-live (e.g., year-end close, audit, the Time & 
Leave project, preparations for the new school year, etc.) and may simply lack the capacity to meet all current 
expectations.  Further, if the SI is not able to resolve some staffing challenges (see Risk #5), the project may 
increase their reliance on these individuals and may have to work harder to ensure system designs are 
accurate, project milestones are met, and overall project activities remain productive.

High

H• 
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Human Resource Management (cont’d)

15

# Key Findings Criticality 
Rating

5

Risk - SI staffing challenges could reduce project productivity and system design quality, and lead to 
schedule delays: Since soon after project launch, the DOE project leadership has raised several concerns 
with regards to the SI project team.  DOE stakeholders have reported that working session productivity has, 
at times, been hindered by the apparent lack of sufficient knowledge, capabilities, and expertise of some SI 
team members.  While some appear to have some strong capabilities and financial system knowledge, others 
appear to lack the capability to drive productive discussions, quickly solution implementation issues, and 
accelerate the Software Development Lifecyle (SDLC).  The SI has recently responded to DOE leadership 
concerns that the SI PM lacked sufficient capabilities, experience, and the temperament to perform effectively 
as the project PM.  The SI has responded to these concerns and the engagement manager has temporarily 
taken over PM responsibilities and augmented their team with a project coordinator resource.  DOE 
leadership has raised concerns with other SI leads as well and the SI appears to be making efforts to 
augment their staffing model to address each concern. 
Due to the accelerated project schedule, the project can ill afford to tolerate a lack of productivity given go-live 
is in 6 months.  One of the primary factors of project success is establishing a skilled, experienced, 
productive, highly available and high-functioning team.  If the SI is not able to quickly implement a staffing 
model that can establish this kind of team, the project schedule could be at risk.  Further, the lack of 
sufficiently capable SI resources could weigh heavily on already constrained DOE SMEs as they attempt to 
compensate and extend additional efforts to ensure project milestones are met.  The addition of highly 
capable and experienced SI resources could reduce the burden on DOE SMEs.  This risk is likely to be 
exacerbated by the significant time zone difference between the project team (HST and PST) and the SI 
technical team who reside in India.
The SI teams' apparent lack of deep, expert-level Oracle Financials (OF) cloud expertise could continue to 
reduce the productivity of work sessions and/or lead to poor design decisions that could require significant 
rework once a better design or solution is discovered. 

Medium

H• 
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Human Resource Management (cont’d)
RecommendationsProgress

•Executive leadership regularly monitor the workload and job satisfaction of key individuals as well as assist 
with workload management, clarification of priorities, and establishment of a sustainable pace.

In progress

•Temporarily re-allocate operational/managerial responsibilities from key resources until project completion.In progress

•Consider temporary staff augmentation options (e.g., temps or 89-day hires) to both augment the existing 
project team and augment the operations staff to offload operational responsibilities from key resources.

In progress

•Prepare contingency plans in the event that the DOE project team can no longer sustain project and 
operational activities at the expected pace. 

In progress

•Work closely with the SI in their staffing efforts and quickly, but thoroughly, vet additions to the SI project 
team.

In progress

•Request the SI explore augmenting their team with highly capable, expert-level resources that can provide 
technical leadership that could potentially accelerate the project and reduce the burden on constrained DOE 
SMEs.

In progress

•Request the SI make efforts to ensure solutions they have provided, and key decision documents are 
properly vetted by industry experts to ensure the best options are being presented to DOE SME’s.

Not started

16
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

# Key Findings Criticality 
Rating

6

Risk - COVID-19 State-wide shutdown could hinder project activities and negatively impact the project 
schedule and budget: On 3/23/2020, the Governor issued a “stay at home, work from home order” that 
appears to have reduced the ability of the DOE to be fully functional, as the large majority of their workers have 
been required to work from home/remotely.  Though the governor has allowed state workers to return to the 
workplace, many continue to work remotely.   The state legislature is currently contemplating implementing 1-2 
day/week furloughs as well as salary cuts for state workers to make up for budget shortfalls due to COVID-19. 
While the extent to which remote work requirements will impact the project are not fully known, it will likely 
complicate planning and execution of training, testing, and OCM.  Many users have a strong preference for in-
person training, however, due to social distancing policies, existing classroom capacity has been significantly 
reduced.  Limited in-person training could lead to unmet user expectations and frustration as well as reduce 
the effectiveness of training.  In the event in-person training is limited, project training planning and preparation 
will likely increase.  If furloughs are mandated, the project may not be able to meet project milestone deadlines 
which could also negatively impact the project budget.  IV&V will continue to monitor for other COVID-19 
related impacts. Given that the project currently relies heavily on 3-4 key resources (see Finding #2), if any one 
of these individuals contract COVID-19, the project could be negatively impacted by their lack of availability.
The project is currently faced with productivity and communication challenges because, due to COVID, the SI 
off-shore senior technical resources reside in India.  Time zone (India team) challenges appear to have limited 
communications with the project team, and SMEs have often had to wait until the following day to get answers 
to some questions. Further, SMEs have indicated that the lack of in-person project work sessions has likely 
hindered their productivity.

Medium

Project Management & Organization

17
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

# Key Findings Criticality 
Rating

8

Risk - Inefficient project management practices could lead to overall lack of productive project activities 
and ultimately schedule delays:  This project is scoped to be staffed by both a DOE PM and an SI PM with the SI 
PM managing the bulk of SDLC activities with the DOE PM assisting in managing DOE assigned project activities.  
The DOE struggled to adequately staff the DOE PM position during the initial months of the project, until they were 
able to acquire a capable consultant to fill the role, April 2020. 
The project reported some early insufficient and inefficient project management processes, including:
• Insufficient action item tracking and follow-up
• Insufficient attention to risk management
• Unclear project scope definition
• Lack of clear meeting objectives and late delivery of meeting agenda's
• Lack of preparation and planning for meetings and work sessions
• Insufficient guidance on attendee management and vetting of attendees
• Previous SI project manager (PM) had not met project expectations for project leadership, strategic direction, 

communication, and organization.
The SI has recently responded to DOE leadership concerns by removing the SI PM and adding a project 
coordinator to their team, and the SI engagement manager has taken over as the PM and is now making some 
progress in addressing the above concerns. Lack of good project management processes can lead to an overall 
lack of project productivity, and ultimately lead to schedule delays and stakeholder frustration and reduced user 
buy-in.  The SI appears to be making good progress in addressing DOE project management concerns.  However, 
the impacts of operating the project under poor project management processes for the initial 5 months of the project 
remain unclear.  Further, the current SI PM could be quickly overwhelmed as they attempt to fulfill both the PM and 
engagement manager roles, in addition to other responsibilities in their role as Vice President of Operations and 
senior CherryRoad executive (principle/partner).  The recently added SI project coordinator appears to have had a 
positive impact on PM processes.

Medium

Project Management & Organization (cont’d)

18
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

# Key Findings Criticality 
Rating

11

Risk - Insufficient knowledge transfer and M&O planning prior to go-live could lead to project delays and 
diminished quality of post go-live support.:  There appears to be a lack of clarity around post go-live support 
responsibilities and the level of SI support.  Apparently, some contractual post go-live support requirements have 
yet to be clarified and agreed to between the SI and DOE.  Further, DOE expectations for the SI to train their IT 
staff have not been met.  The DOE IT group currently has some interface development project responsibilities and 
DOE's expectation was that the SI would provide sufficient knowledge transfer (KT) on Oracle Financials (OF) and 
Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC) in order to perform these tasks in a timely manner as well as meet expectations for 
DOE post go-live support responsibilities.  DOE has stated their expectation that DOE IT staff would work 
alongside the SI technical team for KT throughout project implementation, however, the level of KT has not met 
DOE expectations thus far.  
If the DOE IT staff are not sufficiently trained to effectively implement their project tasks this could lead to a 
reduction of efficient execution and quality of the technical components they have been assigned and, ultimately, to 
schedule slippage.  Lack of clarity or sufficient planning around post go-live support could lead to diminished quality 
of post go-live support.  Failure to adequately augment the existing DOE IT group with OF skillsets could leave 
DOE unable to adequately support the new OF system post go-live and lead to an over-reliance on costly vendor 
resources and impact the project budget.

Medium

Project Management & Organization (cont’d)

19
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Recommendations Progress

• Begin early contingency planning to address further impacts of COVID-19, such as potential furloughs as well as fully 
remote UAT and Training.

In progress

• Perform an assessment of DOE remote capabilities prior to UAT and Training to determine stakeholder's ability and 
effectiveness in relying on remote access for project participation.

In progress

• Continue to monitor project stakeholders and system users are sufficiently competent with remote meeting technology 
including ensuring they are highly functional with remote access technology (e.g. WebEx), as UAT and Training will 
likely require some level of (if not full) remote participation.

In progress

• Send broad communications to assure stakeholders the project has a clear understanding of COVID-19 impacts to 
the project and provide regular updates, as appropriate, as new plans and tactics develop.

In progress

• Detail relevant OCM strategies and plans for addressing the impacts of COVID-19 in the project OCM Plan. In progress

• Request the SI make efforts to address time zone challenges with the off-shore technical team. In progress

• Initiate efforts to request exemptions from hiring freeze constraints and furlough exemptions for the DOE project team. In progress

• Monitor and provide regular feedback on PM processes and implement continuous process improvement processes 
to assure consistent and effective project management.

In progress

• Document and execute detailed risk mitigation steps for tasks that appear to be slipping that include offering 
additional resources to support project team members who are falling behind on critical path tasks.

In progress

Project Management & Organization (cont’d)
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Quality Management
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

10

Risk – Inadequate release management processes could lead to significant rework and schedule 
delays:  Due to existing Oracle Financials cloud limitations, upload of data is often difficult to back out.  
Errors made during data uploads can either require manual data entry corrections or an environment refresh 
that will likely take 3 weeks.  During initial uploads to the development environment, the wrong version of a 
file use mistakenly uploaded which created some disruption of development activities. 
Due to limitations of the OF cloud limitations, back out of bad data or configurations is not always automated 
and therefore can require manual correction of data.  Alternatively, if the data corruption is significant, the 
project may elect to refresh the environment to a previous state, however, an OF refresh will likely take 3 
weeks, which may not be feasible given the tight deadlines.  
If comprehensive quality controls are not implemented as an integral part of release management processes, 
mistakes that are made by both DOE and the SI  can be difficult to back out.  Lack of clear upload file 
versioning and other controls could lead to wrong files being uploaded which could lead to disruption of 
development efforts and, if not caught, could lead to disruption of testing phases and ultimately, schedule 
slippage. 
If release management procedures are unclear or if the execution of release procedures lack sufficient rigor, 
the likelihood of missteps may increase.  Missteps during testing or go-live could lead to user confusion, 
reduced user buy-in, costly schedule delays, reduced executive stakeholder project support, and a negative 
public perception that could be picked up by the local media (aka "bad press").

High
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Quality Management (cont’d)
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

12

Risk – Insufficient testing strategy and planning could lead to poor test quality, including incomplete 
and invalid test results:  IV&V has observed some unproductive test preparation work sessions and some 
confusion among the project team members as some elements of the test strategy and plan are unclear or 
not well defined.  At times, it appears the SI is asking DOE test leads to perform activities they lack expertise 
to perform. 
DOE test leads have also stated that SI led testing preparation efforts have not always been productive and 
have not met their expectations that the SI would provide sufficient testing preparation guidance.   
The SI appears to have  responded by replacing the SI Test Lead, and the SI PM has taken over as the SI 
Test Lead, despite concerns that the SI PM may be overallocated.  
It is unclear whether the SI PM has capacity to effectively lead the testing effort and provide DOE test leads 
with sufficient guidance for them to adequately prepare for testing.  The SI reports that they are making efforts 
to find a permanent replacement.

Additionally, IV&V has concerns with the proposed testing strategy.  The SI has stated they intend to begin 
System Integration Testing (SIT) without some system components being fully operational which could, A) 
result in incomplete testing and, B) invalidate test results for functionality that has been previously tested. 

Medium
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

Quality Management (cont’d)

23

Recommendations Progress

• Implement comprehensive and rigorous release management processes and quality controls (checks and 
double-checks).

In 
progress

• Clarify and fully vet the testing strategy and plans for DOE leads and stakeholders. In 
progress

• Develop and implement a robust regression test methodology. Not 
started

M0 
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

System Architecture & Design
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

7

Risk – Oracle Financials environment constraints could lead to schedule delays and leave the project 
unable to meet development, testing, and training objectives:  The project has planned for a total of 4 
environments, currently slated for development, testing, training, and production.  Oracle Financials cloud 
service level agreements for environment refresh is reportedly 3 weeks.  The SI has indicated they are 
working on a strategy for accomplishing project objectives with the limited environments and the DOE is 
reportedly making efforts to increase the number of environments. Typically, projects of this size, complexity, 
and pace rely on quick environment refreshes in order to effectively meet development, testing, and training 
objectives.  Most will plan for an abundance of environments in order to avoid the need to repurpose 
environments, avoid project delays, and provide flexibility to "freeze" environments to improve testing and 
training quality.  If the project is unable to quickly refresh environments and is has only a limited number of 
environments. 

Medium
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

System Architecture & Design (cont’d)
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

9

Risk – User provisioning and security model complexities could lead to unmet user expectations, 
unfulfilled business objectives, and schedule delays:  Initial security discussions have revealed some 
complexities and challenges with implementing a security model that fully meets DOE business objectives 
including segregation of duties, principle of least privilege.  The project has elected to implement a single 
Business Unit (BU) for all of DOE, which could create system implementation challenges given Oracle 
Financials security is optimally implemented for multiple BU's.  The SI is making efforts to ensure DOE 
business objectives are met and can be implemented so as not to put an undue burden on user provisioning 
staff. Implementation of a security model that does not meet user expectations and fully support end user 
provisioning and segregation of duties controls can lead to user frustration that:
• Security is too restrictive and hinders their ability to be productive and  do their job
• Security is overly permissive and privileged information is visible to other groups that do not have a 

business need for the data 
• User provisioning maintenance is overly complex and/or labor intensive
• The security model has made testing overly complex due to tester user provisioning challenges 

The security model is currently being developed by a single SI resource. Failure to fully vet the proposed 
security model with multiple Oracle Financials cloud security experts and fully address DOE business 
objectives, could lead to project disruption in the event that a significant change to the model is needed as 
go-live approaches and as a result of mounting user complaints.

High
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

System Architecture & Design (cont’d)
# Key Findings Criticality 

Rating

13

Risk – Integration with older (antiquated technology) systems could be unexpectedly complicated and 
lead to schedule delays:  The project currently has requirements to integrate with older systems that often 
lack sufficient documentation and/or system expertise.  A number of systems that the new FMS must 
interface with are based on older technology that may be incompatible with new technology and can be 
difficult to integrate with.  Many systems have accumulated a significant amount (decades in some instances) 
of technical debt, reportedly due to lack of funding and technical team capacity.  For example, it has been 
reported that patching for many systems are severely out of date and may run on Operating Systems or other 
software technology/tools that are no longer supported by the vendor.  Many of these systems no longer have 
system experts because support staff have moved on or retired, and documentation and/or knowledge 
transfer upon their departure may not have been sufficient.  Documentation for many older systems is 
reportedly missing or incomplete.
Unexpected complications that arise in attempts to integrate with antiquated systems can lead to project 
delays or unexpected costs for tools to compensate for limitations of antiquated systems.  Interface 
development efforts can also be delayed when expected system documentation, expertise, or vendor support 
is no longer available.  Given the amount of technical debt these systems have accumulated over the years 
and the lack of system patching, the system could open the FMS replacement system, other connected 
systems, and the DOE to undue system failure risks.  If any of these antiquated DOE systems fail during 
project execution, project resources (who are already at capacity) will likely have to be reallocated towards 
repair and recovery of these systems and lead to schedule delays. 

Medium
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IV&V Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

System Architecture & Design (cont’d)

27

RecommendationsProgress

•SI make efforts to fully vet the proposed security model with multiple Oracle Financials cloud security strategy 
experts prior to implementation.

Not 
started

•Make early OCM efforts to manage expectations based on platform limitations.In 
progress

•Establish clear controls with regard to fraud, segregation of duties, and least privilege permissions.In 
progress

•Request the SI develop an environment management plan.In 
progress

•Consider prioritizing patching and system upgrades to stabilize boundary systems.In 
progress

•Strategically plan to procure or provision additional environments as necessary to assure accelerated 
development cycles as well as provision standby environments that will speed development in the event a critical 
environment has become corrupt (e.g., mistakes are made to irreversible fields).

In 
progress

•Consider implementing early, basic proof of concept interfacing with older systems to assure integration is 
feasible and to vet optimal interface solutions. Perform early discovery and due diligence to identify potential 
complications with integrating with older systems.

In 
progress
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IV&V Status
• IV&V activities performed during the reporting period:

• Attended Project Management meetings
• Attended Weekly Managers & Leads meetings
• Attended various Working Group sessions
• Review relevant project documentation
• Led IV&V Risk Review sessions with DOE leadership and the SI
• Interviewed DOE and SI project team members
• Produced IV&V Monthly Status Report

• IV&V next steps in the coming reporting period: 
• Attend key project meetings
• Interview additional key project stakeholders
• Deliver next IV&V Monthly Status Report
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Appendix A – IV&V Criticality Ratings

Criticality
Rating Definition

A high rating is assigned if there is a possibility of substantial impact to product quality, scope, cost, or schedule. A 
major disruption is likely, and the consequences would be unacceptable. A different approach is required. Mitigation 
strategies should be evaluated and acted upon immediately.

A medium rating is assigned if there is a possibility of moderate impact to product quality, scope, cost, or schedule. 
Some disruption is likely, and a different approach may be required. Mitigation strategies should be implemented as 
soon as feasible.

A low rating is assigned if there is a possibility of slight impact to product quality, scope, cost, or schedule. Minimal 
disruption is likely, and some oversight is most likely needed to ensure that the risk remains low. Mitigation 
strategies should be considered for implementation when possible.

This appendix provides the details of each finding and recommendation identified by IV&V. Project stakeholders are 
encouraged to review the findings and recommendations log details as needed.

H

M

L

See definitions of Criticality Ratings below:
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Appendix B – IV&V Standard Inputs

To keep abreast of status throughout the project, IV&V regularly:

• Attends the project meetings 
• Reviews the project documentation 
• Utilizes Eclipse IV&V® Base Standards and Checklists

30

PCG Eclipse IW 
Checklists 


Eclipse IV&V™ Base Standards

		#

		Assessment Checklists

		Definition

		Standard / Ref. Name



		1

		Project Management Plan Checklist

		This checklist helps ensure that planning activities have been successfully completed, reviewed and signed off prior to the Project moving into the execution phase. 

		IEEE Standard (Std) 1490-2003 - IEEE Guide - Adoption of PMI Standard 

A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) – 5th Edition



		2

		Business Process Re-Engineering Checklist

		This checklist helps ensure that the method and process for initiating business process reengineering is clearly defined and documented.

		Hammer, Michael, & Champy, James. Reengineering the Corporation and Reengineering Management, HarperCollins Publisher, 1993, 1995.



		3

		Change Management Checklist

		This checklist helps validate that the Vendor's Change Management Plan includes critical success criteria for achieving desired business results.

		Prosci® Change Management Framework



		4

		Communications Management Checklist

		This checklist helps ensure that the Vendor's Communications Management Plan includes the information related to what, when and who information is communicated to from the planning phase through the successful implementation of the Project. 

		IEEE Std 1490-2003 - Adoption of PMI Standard 

PMBOK 5th Edition





		5

		Configuration Management Checklist

		This checklist helps ensure that configuration management planning and the steps for proper configuration management are defined and documented. 

		IEEE Std 828-2005 - Standard for Software Configuration Management Plans. 



		6

		Project Estimating and Scheduling Checklist

		This checklist ensures that key detailed scheduled items have been considered and include realistic durations of time.

		IEEE Std 1490-2003 - Adoption of PMI Standard

PMBOK 5th Edition



		7

		Requirements Walkthrough Checklist

		This checklist ensures that requirements are reviewed for completeness, accuracy, ambiguity and relevance.  

		IEEE Std 1233-1998 - Guide for Developing System Requirements Specifications.

IEEE Std 830-1998 - Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications.



		8

		System Requirements Specifications Checklist

		For the assessment areas of Interface Requirements and Requirements Allocation and Specification, this checklist would be used to evaluate a System Requirements Specification (SRS) and its’ underlying requirements for adherence to IEEE standards, in addition to ensuring that requirement activities have been finished, reviewed, and signed off so that system requirements may move into the design phase.

		IEEE Std 1233-1998 - Guide for Developing System Requirements Specifications.

IEEE Std 830-1998 - Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications.



		9

		Overall Development Checklist

		For the assessment areas of System Hardware, System Software and Database Software, this checklist validates against technical evaluation criteria used in the assessment of development activities. 

		IEEE Std 1471-2000 - Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of Software Intensive Systems.

IEEE Std 1219-1998 - Standard for Software Maintenance. 



		10

		Detailed Design Checklist

		This checklist ensures that design specifications are documented appropriately in the Detailed Design Document so that development phase can begin. 

		IEEE Std 1220-2005 - Standard for the Application and Management of the Systems Engineering Process.

IEEE Std 12207-1997 - Industry Implementation of ISO 12207 - Software Life Cycle Processes.



		11

		Application Development Checklist

		This checklist ensures that the developed code is completed as described in its build template and that the standards are being followed as required.

		IEEE 12207 Standard for Software Life Cycle Processes.

IEEE Std 1540-2001 - Standard for Software Life Cycle Processes - Risk Management.



		12

		System Integration Testing Checklist

		This checklist helps ensure that the testing activities have been successfully completed, reviewed and signed off so that tested software is ready for the next phase of the Project.

		IEEE Std 829-1998 - Standard for Software Test Documentation.



		13

		Interfaces Checklist

		This checklist ensures that all project interfaces have been identified, defined, data elements clearly documented, and interface requirement specifications addressed.

		IEEE Std 1233-1998 - Guide for Developing System Requirements Specifications.

IEEE Std 1490-2003 - Adoption of PMI Standard IEEE Std 830-1998 - Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications.



		14

		Turnover Plan Checklist

		This checklist ensures the acceptance of the system by the users and validates that the step by step procedures for turn-over are documented in detail.

		IEEE Std 1490-2003 - Adoption of PMI Standard 

PMBOK 5th Edition



		15–18

		Conversion Code Checklist

Conversion Data Dictionary Checklist

Conversion Data Mapping Checklist

Conversion Plan Checklist

		These Data Conversion checklists will ensure that required key data conversion tasks and activities are followed as defined in the Data Conversion Plan.  

		IEEE Std 1220-2005 - Standard for the Application and Management of the Systems Engineering Process.

IEEE Std 12207-1997 - Industry Implementation of ISO 12207 - Software Life Cycle Processes.



		19

		Database Design Checklist

		This checklist helps ensure that the Detailed Design reflects the business and system requirements and that all processes and procedures are validated.

		IEEE 1016-2009 - Standard for Information Technology - Systems Design - Software Design Descriptions 



		20–21

		User Manual Checklist

Training Plan Checklist

		For the assessment areas of User Training and Documentation and Developer Training and Documentation, these checklists help ensure that training activities have been successfully completed, reviewed, documented and signed off and that project stakeholders have been trained to use, operate and maintain the system and support its processes after contractor roll-off.

		1063-2001 – Standard for Software User Documentation.



		22

		Use Case Validation Checklist   

		This checklist is used to guide our use case assessments to verify pre-conditions, basic flow, alternate flows, exception flows, post-conditions and follow-on activities that are involved in the development of use cases.

		Eclipse IV&V™ Framework







Eclipse IV&V™ Checklists




		Standard/Ref.

		Standard/Ref. Name

		Description



		Project Management



		ISO/IEC/IEEE 16326 

		Systems and software engineering – Life cycle processes – Project management

		This International Standard is intended to aid project managers in managing to successful conclusion those projects concerned with software-intensive systems and software products.  This International Standard specifies the required content of the project management plan (PMP).  This International Standard also quotes the extracted purpose and outcome statements from the project processes of ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (IEEE 12207-2008) and ISO/IEC 15288:2008 (IEEE 15288-2008), and adds detailed guidance for managing projects that use these processes for software products and software-intensive-systems.



		IEEE 1490

		IEEE Guide – Adoption of the Project Management Institute (PMI) Standard 

A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) – 5th Edition 

		This standard documents information needed to initiate, plan, execute, monitor and control, and close a single project, and identifies those project management processes that have been recognized as good practice on most projects most of the time.



		PMBOK®

		PMBOK® – 5th Edition

		The PMBOK® is the sum of knowledge within the profession of project management.  The PMBOK® includes proven traditional practices that are widely applied, as well as innovative practices that are emerging in the profession.



		PMBOK® - Government Extension 

		Government Extension to the PMBOK® – 5th Edition

		Extends the baseline information included in the PMBOK® to provide an overview of the key project governance processes used in most public sectors, define key terms, describe atmospheres where government projects operate and review the management life-cycle of government programs.



		PMI®

		Practice Standard for Work Breakdown Structures

		Work breakdown structures (WBS) are used to define project deliverables and establish the structure to manage work to completion. This standard supplies project managers and team members with direction for the preliminary development and implementation of work breakdown structures.



		
Risk Management



		ISO 16085

		Systems and Software Engineering - Life Cycle Processes - Risk Management

		This standard provides a life cycle process for software risk management. This standard describes a process for the management of risk during systems or software acquisition, supply, development, operations, and maintenance.

This standard supersedes IEEE 1540.



		Enterprise Architecture, Configuration, Governance, and IT Service Management



		ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010

		Systems and software engineering –  Architecture description

		This International Standard specifies the manner in which architecture descriptions of systems are organized and expressed. Supersedes IEEE 1471.



		ISO 20000/ITIL

		Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) Framework

		Best practice guidance contained within the ITIL framework supporting IT service management and IT service delivery.



		ISACA/COBIT

		Information Systems Audit and Control Association / Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology

		This is a framework created by ISACA for information technology management and governance. It is a supporting toolset that allows managers to bridge the gap between control requirements, technical issues and business risks.



		MITA

		Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA)

		The Medicaid IT Architecture (MITA) is an initiative of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to establish national guidelines for technologies and processes that improve program administration for the State Medicaid Enterprise. A Medicaid Enterprise is made up of communities with interest in meeting the Medicaid mission and goals. MITA fosters nationally integrated business and information technology transformations. Collectively, each State Medicaid Enterprise shares common goals and objectives for the outcomes of the Medicaid Program. The MITA initiative includes an architecture framework, processes, and planning guidelines for enabling the State Medicaid Enterprise to meet common objectives within the MITA Framework, while supporting unique local needs.



		TOGAF

		The Open Group Architecture Forum

		The TOGAF framework is one of the most common architecture standards adopted by organizations throughout the world.



		Configuration Management



		IEEE 828

		IEEE Standard for Configuration Management in Systems and Software Engineering

		This standard establishes the minimum requirements for processes for Configuration Management (CM) in systems and software engineering.  The application of this standard applies to any form, class, or type of software or system.  This revision of the standard expands the previous version to explain CM, including identifying and acquiring configuration items, controlling changes, reporting the status of configuration items, as well as software builds and release engineering.  Its predecessor defined only the contents of a software configuration management plan.  This standard addresses what CM activities are to be done, when they are to happen in the life cycle, and what planning and resources are required.  It also describes the content areas for a CM Plan.



		
Software Engineering Processes



		IEEE 1220

		IEEE Standard for the Application and Management of the Systems Engineering Process

		This standard describes the systems engineering activities and process required throughout a system's life cycle to develop systems meeting customer needs, requirements, and constraints.



		IEEE 12207

		Systems and software engineering – System life cycle processes

		This standard establishes a common framework for software life cycle processes, with well-defined terminology, that can be referenced by the software industry. It applies to the acquisition of systems and software products and services, to the supply, development, operation, maintenance, and disposal of software products and the software portion of a system, whether performed internally or externally to an organization. Those aspects of system definition needed to provide the context for software products and services are included.



		IEEE 14764

		Software Engineering –  Software Life Cycle Processes – Maintenance

		The process for managing and executing software maintenance activities is described.  This is a revision of IEEE 1219-1998.



		IEEE 15288

		Systems and software engineering – System life cycle processes

		This standard provides a common process framework for describing the life cycle of systems adopting a Systems Engineering approach, including stakeholder needs and required functionality, documenting requirements, design synthesis and system validation.



		IEEE 24748-2

		Adoption of ISO/IEC TR 24748-2:2011 Systems and Software Engineering—Life Cycle Management—Part 2: Guide to the Application of ISO/IEC 15288 (System Life Cycle Processes)

		This standard addresses system, life cycle, process, organizational, project, and adaptation concepts, principally through reference to ISO/IEC TR 24748-1 and ISO/IEC 15288. The standard provides guidance on applying ISO/IEC 15288 from the aspects of strategy, planning, application in organizations, and application on projects.



		IEEE 24748-3

		Adoption of ISO/IEC TR 24748-3:2011 Systems and Software Engineering –  Life Cycle Management – Part 3: Guide to the Application of ISO/IEC 12207 (Software Life Cycle Processes)

		The purpose of this standard is to provide a defined set of processes to facilitate communication among acquirers, suppliers and other stakeholders in the life cycle of a software product, and is written for acquirers of systems and software products and services and for suppliers, implementers, operators, maintainers, managers, quality assurance managers, and users of software products.



		IEEE 24765

		Systems and software engineering —Vocabulary

		This Standard was prepared to collect and standardize terminology. Its purpose is to identify terms currently in use in the field and standard definitions for these terms. It is intended to serve as a useful reference for those in the Information Technology field, and to encourage the use of systems and software engineering standards prepared by ISO and liaison organizations IEEE Computer Society and Project Management Institute (PMI). Supersedes IEEE 610.



		CMMI-DEV, Version 1.3

		Capability Maturity Model Integration for Development

		Best practices generated from the CMMI Framework.  The Framework supports the CMMI Product Suite by allowing multiple models, training courses, and appraisal methods to be generated that support specific areas of interest.



		ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010

		Systems and software engineering –  Architecture description

		This International Standard specifies the manner in which architecture descriptions of systems are organized and expressed. Supersedes IEEE 1471.



		ISO/IEC 23026

		Software Engineering –  Recommended Practice for the Internet – Web Site Engineering, Web Site Management, and Web Site Life Cycle

		Recommended practices for World Wide Web page engineering for Intranet and Extranet environments, based on World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and related industry guidelines, are defined in this recommended practice.  This recommended practice does not address stylistic considerations or human-factors considerations in web page design beyond limitations that reflect good engineering practice.



		
Quality Management



		IEEE 1012

		IEEE Standard for Software Verification and Validation

		This verification and validation (V&V) standard is a process standard that addresses all system and software life cycle processes including the Agreement, Organizational Project-Enabling, Project, Technical, Software Implementation, Software Support, and Software Reuse process groups.  This standard is compatible with all life cycle models (e.g., system, software, and hardware); however, not all life cycle models use all of the processes listed in this standard.



		IEEE 1045

		IEEE Standard for Software Productivity Metrics

		This standard provides a consistent terminology for software productivity measures and defines a consistent way to measure the elements that go into computing software productivity.



		IEEE 1061

		IEEE Standard for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology

		This standard describes a methodology spanning the entire life cycle for establishing quality requirements and identifying, implementing, and validating the corresponding measures.



		IEEE 15289

		Systems and software engineering —Content of life-cycle information items (documentation)

		The purpose of this standard is to provide requirements for identifying and planning the specific information items (information products) to be developed and revised during systems and software life cycles and service processes. The standard specifies the purpose and content of all identified systems and software life-cycle information items, as well as information items for information technology service management. 



		IEEE-26511

		Systems and software engineering — Requirements for managers of user documentation

		This International Standard addresses the management of user documentation in relation to both initial development and subsequent releases of the software and user documentation. This International Standard was developed to assist users of ISO/IEC 15288:2008 (IEEE Std 15288-2008), Systems and software engineering — System life cycle processes, or ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (IEEE Std 12207- 2008), Systems and software engineering — Software life cycle processes, to manage software user documentation as part of the software life cycle. This International Standard defines the documentation process from the manager's standpoint.



		IEEE 26512

		Systems and software engineering —Requirements for acquirers and suppliers of user documentation

		This International Standard was developed to assist users of ISO/IEC 15288:2008 (IEEE Std 15288-2008) or ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (IEEE Std 12207-2008) to acquire or supply software user documentation and documentation services as part of the software life cycle processes. It defines the documentation process from the acquirer’s standpoint and the supplier’s standpoint.



		IEEE 26513

		Adoption of ISO/IEC 26513:2009 Systems and Software Engineering—Requirements for Testers and Reviewers of User Documentation

		This standard specifies activities for reviewing and testing user documentation, and provides the minimum requirements for these activities. It covers review procedures for user documentation, as well as system testing, usability testing, accessibility testing, and localization and customization testing of user documentation. It is relevant to project managers, editors, usability experts, testers, documentation reviewers, and information developers.



		IEEE 26514

		Adoption of ISO/IEC 26514:2008 Systems and Software Engineering— Requirements for Designers and Developers of User Documentation

		This standard specifies the processes for designing and developing software user documentation, and provides the minimum requirements for these activities. It covers establishing project requirements, objectives, and constraints; audience and task analysis; user documentation design, development, and review. It is relevant to project managers, information designers and usability specialists, and information developers such as writers, editors, and illustrators.



		IEEE 26515

		Systems and software engineering — Developing user documentation in an agile environment

		Because of the nature of agile development methods, the traditional means of developing the end user documentation (both print and onscreen) as described in the current ISO/IEC 2651n family of standards are not entirely applicable. This International Standard was developed to assist users of ISO/IEC 15288:2008 (IEEE Std 15288:2008), Systems and software engineering — System life cycle processes, or ISO/IEC 12207:2008 (IEEE Std 12207-2008), Systems and software engineering — Software life cycle processes, and the ISO/IEC 2651n family of standards. It provides requirements and guidance to technical writers and related roles on how to adapt the processes described in the ISO/IEC 2651n family of standards to develop quality user documentation.



		IEEE 730

		IEEE Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans

		The purpose of this standard is to provide uniform, minimum acceptable requirements for preparation and content of software quality assurance plans.



		ANSI

		American National Standards Institute

		ANSI is a private, non-profit organization that administers and coordinates the U.S. voluntary standards and conformity assessment system.



		ISO 9001

		Quality Management Systems - Requirements

		This standard specifies the requirements for an organizational quality management system aiming to provide products meeting requirements and enhance customer satisfaction.



		ISO 9126

		Software Engineering - Product Quality

		This standard provides a model for software product quality covering internal quality, external quality, and quality in use. The model is in the form of a taxonomy of defined characteristics which software may exhibit.



		Requirements Management



		ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148

		Systems and software engineering life cycle processes – Requirements engineering

		Provisions for the processes and products related to the engineering of requirements for systems and software products and services throughout the life cycle. It defines the construct of a good requirement, provides attributes and characteristics of requirements, and discusses the iterative and recursive application of requirements processes throughout the life cycle.  Provides additional guidance in the application of requirements engineering and management processes for requirements-related activities.  

This standard supersedes IEEE 1233, 1362, and 830.



		
Testing



		IEEE 829

		IEEE Standard for Software and System Test Documentation

		This standard applies to all software-based systems. It applies to systems and software being developed, acquired, operated, maintained, and/or reused [e.g., legacy, modified, Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS), Government-Off-The-Shelf (GOTS), or Non-Developmental Items (NDIs)]. When conducting the test process, it is important to examine the software in its interactions with the other parts of the system. This standard identifies the system considerations that test processes and tasks address in determining system and software correctness and other attributes (e.g., completeness, accuracy, consistency, and testability), and the applicable resultant test documentation.



		IEEE 1008

		IEEE Standard for Software Unit Testing

		This standard describes a sound approach to software unit testing and the concepts and assumptions on which it is based. It also provides guidance and resource information.



		IEEE 1044

		IEEE Standard Classifications for Software Anomalies

		This standard provides a list of common attributes (e.g., Defect ID, Priority, and Severity) that should be collected for any defect identified during testing.



		Procurement



		IEEE Std 1062

		IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Acquisition

		Recommends a set of useful practices that can be selected and applied during software acquisition. Primarily suited to acquisitions that include development or modification rather than off-the-shelf purchase.



		Business Process, Change, and Training



		ADDIE

		ADDIE: Analyze, Design, Develop, Implement, & Evaluate

		This standard is an Instructional Systems Design framework that lists processes that instructional designers and training developers use.



		ADKAR® 

		Prosci ADKAR®: Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability & Reinforcement

		This standard is a change management model used to transition stakeholders to a new business approach.



		BABOK

		Business Analyst Body of Knowledge

		This is the business analysis standard defined by the International Institute of Business Analysis.



		Software Security



		ISO/IEC 27002

		ISO Code of Practice for Information Security Management (ISM)

		This standard provides best practice recommendations on information security management for use by those responsible for initiating, implementing or maintaining information security management systems.



		NIST-FIPS

		National Institute of Standards and Technology - Federal Information Processing Standard

		Publicly announced standards developed by the US Federal government for use by all non-military government agencies and by government contractors.



		Industry Standards



		MITS-11-01v1.0

		Enhanced Funding Requirements: Seven Conditions and Standards

		This Medicaid IT Supplement (MITS) document provides insight and context to states to allow them to meet the conditions and standards for enhanced federal match for Medicaid technology investments. 



		MITA

		Medicaid Information Technology Architecture

		This architecture provides a consolidation of principles, business and technical models, and guidelines to foster integrated business and IT transformation across the Medicaid enterprise.



		CMS

		Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services

		This reference provides day-to-day operating instructions, policies, and procedures based on statutes and regulations, guidelines, models and directives. 



		FNS eCFR 2011-title-7 § 277-18

		United States Department of Agriculture Food and Nutrition Services

		This regulation provides conditions for initial and continuing authority to claim Federal financial participation (FFP) for the costs of the planning, development, acquisition, installation and implementation of Information System (IS) equipment and services used for the SNAP and as prescribed by FNS directives and guidance



		2015-08-26 FNS Handbook 901-v1-8-1

		United States Department of Agriculture Food and Nutrition Services

		The FNS Handbook 901 describes FNS policies and procedures that State agencies must follow in order to receive Federal funding to develop, acquire, and/or implement information systems (IS) that support the operation of FNS programs.



		ACF

		Administration for Children & Families (ACF) 

Comprehensive Child Welfare Information System (CCWIS)

		A CCWIS is a case management information system that title IV-E agencies may develop to support their child welfare program needs.

Enabling legislation (Social Security Act §

474(a)(3)(C) and (D) and 474(c)) that established new requirements for receiving FFP focusing on data sharing, quality data and program outcomes, modularity, and other requirements for the planning, design, development, installation, operation, and maintenance of a CCWIS.



		HIPAA

		Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)

		This act protects the privacy of individually identifiable health information and sets national standards for the security of electronic protected health information.  The act is supported by additional rules (e.g., HITECH Act and Omnibus Rule) that provide further guidance. 



		HITECH

		Health Insurance Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH)

		This act provides four categories of violations that reflect increasing levels of culpability, and enacted to promote the adoption and meaningful use of health IT.



		ADA

		Americans with Disabilities Act

		Provides standards (including Section 508) on the use of electronic and IT to assure that these technologies provide access to information and data for people with disabilities.



		MARS-E

		CMS Minimum Acceptable Risk Standards for Exchanges – Exchange Reference Architecture Supplement (MARS-E)

		Provides interoperable and secure standards and protocols that facilitate electronic enrollment of individuals in federal and state health and human services programs.
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Appendix C – IV&V Details
• What is Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V)?

• Oversight by an independent third party that assesses the project against industry standards to provide an 
unbiased view to stakeholders

• The goal of IV&V is to help the State get the solution they want based on requirements and have it built 
according to best practices 

• IV&V helps improve design visibility and traceability and identifies (potential) problems early
• IV&V objectively identifies risks  and communicates to project leadership for risk management

• PCG IV&V Methodology
• Consists of a 4-part process made up of the following areas:

1. Discovery – Discovery consists of reviewing documentation, work products and deliverables, 
interviewing project team members, and determining applicable standards, best practices and tools 

2. Research and Analysis – Research and analysis is conducted in order to form an objective opinion.
3. Clarification – Clarification from project team members is sought to ensure agreement and 

concurrence of facts between the State, the Vendor, and PCG. 
4. Delivery of Findings – Findings, observations, and risk assessments are documented in this monthly 

report and the accompanying Findings and Recommendations log. These documents are then shared 
with project leadership on both the State and Vendor side for them to consider and take appropriate 
action on.

Note: This report is a point-in-time document with findings accurate as of the last day 
in the reporting period.
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2 DOE capacity - 
overreliance

Over reliance on a few 
skilled and overtaxed DOE 
project resources could lead 
to significant project 
disruption.

There are currently 3-4 DOE team members who are relied on to a 
greater extent than others. Each of these individuals have significant 
standing critical operational responsibilities and most have managerial 
responsibilities as well.  While each of these team members have 
indicated a strong commitment to project success, each has multiple 
competing priorities, and most will be constrained with operational 
tasks between now and go-live.  It remains unclear if DOE staffing 
levels committed to in the original Statement of Work (SOW) have 
been met (see SOW, page 3).

Over reliance on key resources can not only overtax and thereby reduce 
the effectiveness of these key individuals, but also presents a risk of 
significant project disruption in the event of their departure.  While most 
projects have this risk, the risk impact for this project, from IV&V's 
perspective, is higher than most, and while the project could be impacted 
by the loss of any DOE team members, there are 3-4 individuals who are 
relied on to a greater extent than others.  Loss of these individuals could 
lead to significant project disruption. Failure to transfer standing daily 
operational and managerial responsibilities from these individuals to 
other DOE resources could stretch them beyond their capacity and lead 
to a lack of job satisfaction, decreased productivity, decrease in quality, 
and increases the probably they could make critical mistakes that could 
negatively impact the project.  Several of these key resources have 
indicated they have significant operational responsibilities and projects 
between now and go-live (e.g. year-end close, audit, the Time & Leave 
project, preparations for the new school year, etc.) and may simply lack 
the capacity to meet all current expectations.  Further, if the SI is not able 
to resolve some staffing challenges (see related risk), the project may 
increase their reliance on these individuals and may have to work harder 
to ensure system designs are accurate, project milestones are met, and 
overall project activities remain productive.

• Executive leadership regularly monitor the workload and job 
satisfaction of these key individuals as well as assist with workload 
management, clarification of priorities, and establishment of a 
sustainable pace.
• Temporarily re-allocate operational/managerial responsibilities 
from key resources until project completion.
• Consider temporary staff augmentation options to both augment 
the existing project team and augment the operations staff to 
offload operational responsibilities from key resources.
• Prepare contingency plans in the event that the DOE project team 
can no longer sustain project and operational activities at the 
expected pace. 
• Prepare a resource management plan that addresses current and 
projected project resource constraints and clearly identifies 
additional resource needs. Recommend this plan include a detailed 
analysis of these individual's workload over the next 6 months to 
determine if expectations on their time are realistic.
• Request that the SI address issues with their project team that 
place an unnecessary burden on overtaxed DOE SMEs.

01/15/21 - DOE leadership continue efforts to provide relief to overtaxed resources and have 
recently reassigned a project coordinator to assist the DOE PM and an IT resource to manage 
project technical tasks, and have hired a new resources to assist the DOE Lead BA.  DOE 
leadership is also making efforts to offload operational responsibilities from the DOE technical 
lead (i.e., 4 of the 8 sections they currently manage), a key member of the PMO who has thus far 
had limited project involvement due to operational responsibilities.  Impacts of these changes 
remain to be seen but likely to produce some positive results going forward.  The DOE PMO 
continues to increase efforts to fill gaps in coordination, communication, management of DOE 
tasks, and ensuring DOE SMEs are properly prepared for project work sessions.  However, some 
stakeholders have suggested DOE team morale has been negatively affected due to the amount 
of time they spend on the project as well as frustration with the SIs lack of communication, 
coordination, meeting preparation, and specific task priority clarification. 

12/15/20 - One key member of the Gartner PMO team has been replaced and the longstanding 
Gartner assistant PM is now the lead DOE PM.  Turnover to the new PM appears to have been 
effective as the project has not experienced any noticeable disruption due to the change.  The 
new Gartner technical resource has been assisting the DOE IT team offering guidance and 
coordination.  DOE leadership continues to make efforts to provide some relief to overtaxed DOE 
SME's including a concerted effort to offload business operations tasks from the lead DOE SME 
who has become both the focal point and chokepoint for important project tasks.  DOE is 
reportedly limited in their ability to acquire new DOE staff due to budgetary and potential union 
constraints. SI challenges continue to weigh heavily on the lead DOE SME as they make 
additional unexpected efforts to assist with coordinating SI communications and other activities, 
and provide quality assurance for SI work products.

11/15/20 - IV&V remains concerned that DOE SME’s are operating at or beyond their capacity 
and the overreliance on one DOE SME, who currently provides exceptional value to the project, 
has become both the focal point and chokepoint for important project activities.  Any disruption 
to this individuals' availability could lead to schedule slippage.  SME's continue to spend a 
significant amount of time reviewing and double-checking SI configurations and other work 
products due, in part, to their lack of confidence in the quality of SI work products.  The SI 
continues to make efforts to clarify and prioritize DOE SME tasks, however, specific SME task 
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3 Accelerated 
Schedule

Adoption of an aggressive 
schedule could lead to poor 
system quality, user 
frustration, stretch DOE 
resources beyond their 
capacity, and bad press.

In October of 2018, the aging DOE FMS failed, was offline for several 
weeks, and led to significant disruption of critical operations.  As a 
result, the DOE quickly procured and launched this project with the 
goal of replacing their FMS as quickly as possible to avoid a similar 
event.  The project is currently executing an aggressive, accelerated 
timeline with a January 2021 go-live date.  This accelerated schedule 
incurs risks that the DOE has deemed acceptable given the potential 
larger risks associated with another legacy FMS failure.  In order to 
speed implementation, the project has elected to implement a cloud-
based Oracle Software-as-a-Service platform based on a pre-
configured template, leverage Agile SDLC methods, limit the amount 
of new or improved functionality, and scaled back some project 
documentation.  The SI has stated that they had scaled back early 
analysis efforts in order to meet DOE expectations for an accelerated 
schedule.  The SI also stated that initial analysis would not be needed 
because the project will be adopting a preconfigured Oracle SAAS 
template for system implementation and that DOE users will be 
required to change their existing processes and adopt processes 
supported by the platform template.  Some SMEs have reported early 
work session have been unproductive due to the lack of sufficient early 
analysis efforts.  

The accelerated schedule could lead to:
•	Lack of thorough consideration of required business process changes 
resulting from the new system
•	User confusion and frustration due to the added burden of learning a 
new system with new processes, unmet expectations for improvements, 
and significant disruption to their daily duties
•	Over allocation of project resources and users
•	Significant OCM and Training efforts with limited time to plan and 
execute
•	Project decisions to cut corners to meet milestones and DOE 
expectation
•	Unproductive working sessions due to insufficient analysis efforts
•	Limited time to react to or resolve issues that may arise 
•	Poor system design
•	A flurry of chaotic stakeholder activity as the project progresses closer 
to go-live.

This risk could be exacerbated by other IV&V identified risks which could 
lead to a need to extend the project schedule.  If these potential risks are 
realized, negative user feedback could lead to inflammatory media 
coverage which could negatively impact legislative, board of education, 
and public support. 
Some SMEs have reported early work sessions have been unproductive 
due to the lack of sufficient early analysis efforts.  This risk could be 
exacerbated by other IV&V identified risk which could lead to a need to 
extend the project schedule. Still, the project has stated they will only go-
live if the system sufficiently supports DOE operations and users are able 
to do their jobs.

• Take steps to assure sufficient OCM planning and activities are 
performed to prepare users for the significant change taking place at 
an accelerated rate.
• Project leadership closely monitor project productivity and meet 
regularly to perform continuous process improvement (continuously 
reach out for feedback and move quickly to improve unproductive 
project elements and processes).
• Leadership take steps to closely monitor project team capacity and 
assure resources are not overallocated.
• Implement a plan for broad validation of system functionality with 
clear channels of communication for user feedback to assure all 
users are able to perform their duties prior to the project go/no-go 
decision.
• Project make early efforts to plan for and prepare contingency 
plans in the event it becomes clear the accelerated schedule is 
unsustainable or critical project objective will not be met by the 
planned go-live date.
• Prepare and implement a public relations plan to avoid 
inflammatory media coverage which could negatively impact 
legislative, board of education, and public support.
• Consider employing the role of a Scrum Master whose prime 
directive is to remove roadblocks to productivity.
• SI clearly and often communicate specific DOE activity 
prioritization and dependencies and perform risk mitigation 
planning to avoid schedule slippage. 
• Clarify DOE PM vs. SI PM roles on the project with regard to 
monitoring critical path activities that appear to be falling behind as 
well as other risk mitigation activities.
• DOE explore providing the project with a dedicated report writer 
that could be trained on the new reporting tools and offer long-term 
(post go-live) report writing support to system stakeholders.
• Project implement a minimum viable product strategy and make 
extensive efforts to determine which system features (interfaces, 

            

01/15/21 - The project team continues to make extensive efforts to meet project milestones at 
an accelerated pace, however, the project is accepting some risks, including sacrificing quality 
(see finding #9 update), in order to complete the significant number of remaining tasks and meet 
project deadlines.  As the details of the system design and required work arounds are clarified, 
DOE SMEs have expressed concerns that efforts to modify their policies and procedures to 
address work arounds may be extensive and that the system may not meet their users 
expectations. The project continues to operate with little visibility into whether project 
milestones can be met due to the lack of a detailed, fully resourced project plan (see finding #4), 
which has exacerbated this risk.  SIT was originally scheduled for completion on 12/28/2020 
until the schedule was re-baselined for SIT to complete on 1/25/2021, however, it remains 
unclear if the re-baselined dates are achievable. 

12/15/20 - Due to the aggressive schedule, the project has elected to implement security and 
some other functionality during the later half of SIT.  This could lead to schedle delays if the 
added functionality cannot be completed and tested in time to meet SIT exit criteria.  Further, 
the SI, at times, appears to be foregoing some quality control measures as they rush to meet 
activity deadlines. The project has elected to forego test script revisions during SIT despite 
testers complaining of multiple spelling and grammer problems and that the scripts are difficult 
to follow.  The SI is exploring additions to their team to shore up areas that have experienced 
delays.  IV&V recommends DOE explore providing the project with a dedicated report writer 
that could be trained on the new reporting tools and offer long-term (post go-live) reporting 
support to system stakeholders.  This could potentially free up SI resources so they can focus on 
activities that have a greater risk of delaying the project schedule.

11/15/20 - IV&V has observed that the SI does not consistently communicate the urgency of 
project tasks and may leave DOE SME's repeatedly questioning the SI as to specific task 
priorities.  SI and DOE task deadline enforcement is often times lax, and deadlines have come 
and gone without root causes being addressed; further, mitigation plan details are not always 
considered and/or communicated to task owners or DOE leadership.  Failure to take steps to 
assure timely completion of tasks that are at risk of going past due can lead to schedule slippage.  
Typically, SI's will quickly formulate mitigation plans to assure task are completed on time and 
will allocate additional resources to assist with tasks that appear to be falling behind schedule.
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4 Delayed PMP & 
schedule

Delayed finalization of the 
Project Management Plan 
(PMP) and schedule could 
lead to stakeholder 
confusion and less than 
informed planning and 
ultimately lead to reduced 
productivity and project 
delays.

The project is currently operating under a draft Project Management 
Plan (PMP) and project schedule.  The PMP deliverable was due 
3/12/20 but, as of this reporting period, both have not been finalized.  
DOE project leadership has indicated that existing drafts appear to 
lack sufficient details.

The projects accelerated schedule leaves little room for any impact to 
project productivity.  Lack of a finalized PMP could lead to uncertainty 
around project scope and uncertainty around how the project will be 
executed or managed, which can reduce overall project cadence and 
productivity. 
Delays in establishing a clear, detailed baselined schedule could lead to 
project delays and leave the project unable to effectively monitor project 
progress.  Further, the lack of a clear critical path could leave the project 
with little time to respond to critical path activities that may have 
already impacted the project go-live date.

• Request the SI accelerate efforts to finalize the PMP and provide a 
detailed baselined project schedule.
• Request the SI clearly define the project schedule critical path, 
monitor and clearly communicate critical path activities that are 
approaching slippage, and formulate risk mitigation strategies to 
address critical path activities that are falling behind.

01/15/21 - IV&V has previously reported that the SI has yet to fully resource the project plan to 
ensure tasks are appropriately staffed/resourced and to provide clarity on whether the project 
can meet milestone due dates. The SI has indicated they intend to provide, at minimum, 
resourcing details for the single DOE resource (the DOE Lead BA) that is currently the bottleneck 
for important project tasks that lie in the critical path.  IV&V continues to monitor risks related 
to the project schedule that could lead to the project being surprised when important milestones 
are missed because the project plan has not been fully resourced or because the project has not 
looked far enough ahead to plan for activities that could pose a risk to the schedule.

12/15/20 - IV&V and the DOE PMO continue to be concerned that planning outside of the rolling 
6-week project schedule updates could be insufficient and could lead to schedule delays once 
these activities are thoroughly vetted and detailed.  The SI has stated they are making efforts for 
future planning.  

11/15/20 - The SI is currently updating the project schedule on a rolling 6-week basis and 
regularly reviews critical path tasks (at a high level) with the PMO.  DOE PMO reports that while 
the current project schedule (and critical path) lacks some details, it has been, thus far, adequate 
for managing project activities.  IV&V continues to monitor risks related to the project schedule 
that could lead to the project being surprised when important milestones are missed because 
milestone activities were not sufficiently tracked/managed or because the project has not 
looked far enough ahead to plan for activities that could pose a risk to the schedule.

10/15/20 - The PMP received final signature by the DOE Superintendent on 9/22/20.  DOE 
stakeholders have reported that some project documents are not consistently kept up to date 
and are less than comprehensive.  Best practice is for the PMP and other project management 
documents are regularly updated and kept current, so project stakeholders have a single source 
of truth for foundational project information.  Further, DOE PMO reports that the project 
schedule lacks sufficient details and an comprehensive critical path, and some other elements 
are confusing and difficult to follow.  They have also state that SI PM is overallocated.  IV&V 
remains concerned the project could be surprised by critical path activities that are delayed, 
leaving the project little time to shore up resources to address at-risk tasks, in order to ensure 
they don't slip the schedule.  Projects of this size and scope are often staffed with a resource 
whose primary role is to manage the project schedule, maintain and communicate the critical 
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5 SI Staffing 
Challenges

SI staffing challenges could 
reduce project productivity 
and system design quality, 
and lead to schedule delays.

Since soon after project launch, the DOE project leadership has raised 
several concerns with regards to the SI project team.  DOE 
stakeholders have reported that working session productivity has, at 
times, been hindered by the apparent lack of sufficient knowledge, 
capabilities, and expertise of some SI team members.  While some 
appear to have some strong capabilities and financial system 
knowledge, others appear to lack the capability to drive productive 
discussions, quickly solution implementation issues, and accelerate the 
Software Development Lifecyle (SDLC).  The SI has recently responded 
to DOE leadership concerns that the SI PM lacked sufficient 
capabilities, experience, and the temperament to perform effectively 
as the project PM.  The SI has responded to these concerns and the 
engagement manager has temporarily taken over PM responsibilities 
and augmented their team with a project coordinator resource.  DOE 
leadership has raised concerns with other SI leads as well and the SI 
appears to be making efforts to augment their staffing model to 
address each concern.  

Due to the accelerated project schedule, the project can ill afford to 
tolerate a lack of productivity given go-live is in 6 months.  One of the 
primary factors of project success is establishing a skilled, experienced, 
productive, highly available and high-functioning team.  If the SI is not 
able to quickly implement a staffing model that can establish this kind of 
team, the project schedule could be at risk.  Further, the lack of 
sufficiently capable SI resources could weigh heavily on already 
constrained DOE SMEs as they attempt to compensate and extend 
additional efforts to ensure project milestones are met.  The addition of 
highly capable and experienced SI resources could reduce the burden on 
DOE SMEs.  This risk is likely to be exacerbated by the significant time 
zone difference between the project team (HST and PST) and the SI 
technical team who reside in India.
The SI teams' apparent lack of deep, expert-level Oracle Financials (OF) 
cloud expertise could continue to reduce the productivity of work 
sessions and/or lead to poor design decisions that could require rework 
once a better design or solution is discovered.  

• Work closely with the SI in their staffing efforts and quickly, but 
thoroughly, vet additions to the SI project team.
• Request the SI make efforts to address time zone challenges with 
the off-shore technical team.
• Request the SI explore augmenting their team with highly capable, 
expert-level resources that can provide technical leadership that 
could potentially accelerate the project and reduce the burden on 
constrained DOE SMEs.
• DOE consider issuing a corrective action plan for the SI to 
sufficiently address technical leadership concerns.
• Request the SI make efforts to ensure solutions they have 
provided, and key decision documents are properly vetted by 
industry experts to ensure the best options are being presented to 
DOE SME’s.

01/15/21 - The SI is making efforts to increase the capabilities and capacity of their team.  The SI 
has recently onboarded an additional security resource, however, it remains unclear whether 
this has improved solutioning of security problems or delays in this area in time to meet security 
task deadlines.  The SI has reassigned their Reports analyst to assist with GL configuration in 
order to improve communications with DOE SMEs.  The SI has also stated they plan to onboard 
an additional testing resource to lead the testing effort so that the SI PM can focus their efforts 
on project management.  DOE SME's continue to express a lack confidence in the SI functional 
leads expert knowledge of the system, ability to provide quality work products, follow through, 
and ability to communicate effectively among themselves.

12/15/20 - DOE SME's continue to report challenges with the SI project team that has led to an 
increase in their project workload as they seek to ensure SI work product quality, comprehensive 
SI communications and follow through, and proposed systems designs are fully vetted.  The SI 
team continues to show signs of a general lack of technical leadership as important design 
decisions are delayed.  However, the SI has made efforts to address DOE concerns and increase 
their teams capabilities and capacity.  The SI has replaced their training lead with a resource that 
has proven success assisting other State (DAGS) projects and is therefore familiar with DOE 
capabilities and training needs.  IV&V and DOE continues to note a lack of internal collaboration 
amongst the SI project team members which has led to some unproductive DOE/SI work 
sessions.

11/15/20 - The SI added a new test lead to the project team, however, it remains unclear 
whether this new resource will fully lead the testing effort.  It appears the SI project PM 
continues to lead this effort and the new SI resource is acting in a support role for testing 
coordination activities.  Other SI staffing challenges continue to show little improvement and 
DOE SME's have stated they are not always well informed on aspects of system functionality, 
system limitations and known bugs.  DOE SME's continue to lack confidence in the SI functional 
leads knowledge of the system and ability to provide quality work products.

10/15/20 - IV&V previously reported that the SI's addition of a conversion/interface 
management lead had improved productivity in those areas.  However, the SI has recently 
announced that this resource would be leaving the project 10/30/20.  Project stakeholders and 
IV&V are concerned that the conversion/interfaces tasks are at risk of delaying project 
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6 COVID COVID-19 State-wide 
shutdown could hinder 
project activities and 
negatively impact the 
project schedule and 
budget.

On 3/23/2020, the Governor issued a “stay at home, work from home 
order” that appears to have reduced the ability of the DOE to be fully 
functional, as the large majority of their workers have been required 
to work from home/remotely.  Though the governor has allowed state 
workers to return to the workplace, many continue to work remotely.   
The state legislature is currently contemplating implementing 1-2 
day/week furloughs as well as salary cuts for state workers to make up 
for budget shortfalls due to COVID-19. 

While the extent to which remote work requirements will impact the 
project, it has already complicated planning for training and OCM.  Many 
users have a strong preference for in-person training, however, due to 
social distancing policies, existing classroom capacity has been 
significantly reduced.  Limited in-person training could lead to unmet 
user expectations and frustration as well as a less than optimal training 
effectiveness.  In the event in-person training is limited, project training 
planning and preparation will likely increase.  If furloughs are mandated, 
the project may not be able to meet project milestone deadlines which 
could also negatively impact the project budget.  IV&V will continue to 
monitor for other COVID-19 related impacts. 
The project is currently faced with productivity and communication 
challenges because, due to COVID, the SI off-shore senior technical 
resources reside in India.  Time zone (India team) challenges appear to 
have limited communications with the project team and SMEs have often 
had to wait until the following day to get answers to some questions. 
Further, SMEs have indicated that the lack of in-person project work 
sessions has hindered their productivity.

• Begin early contingency planning to address further impacts of 
COVID-19, such as potential furloughs as well as fully remote UAT 
and Training.
• Perform an assessment of DOE remote capabilities prior to UAT 
and Training to determine stakeholder's ability and effectiveness in 
relying on remote access for project participation.
• Continue to monitor project stakeholders are sufficiently 
competent with remote meeting technology and begin early efforts 
to help stakeholders to become highly functional with remote access 
technology (e.g. WebEx), as UAT and Training will likely require 
some level of (if not full) remote participation.
• Send broad communications to assure stakeholders the project has 
a clear understanding of COVID-19 impacts to the project and 
provide regular updates, as appropriate, as new plans and tactics 
develop.
• Detail relevant OCM strategies and plans for addressing the 
impacts of COVID-19 in the project OCM Plan.
• Initiate efforts to request furlough exemptions for DOE project 
team members.

01/15/21 - State leadership has announced that furloughs will no longer be instituted beginning 
in January, but will likely begin July 2021.  It is expected the DOE may be exempt from some 
furlough requirements.

12/15/20 - State leadership has announced that furloughs could begin January 4, 2021, though 
DOE could see less than the projected State-wide standard 2 furlough days per month.  Given 
that the project currently relies heavily on 3-4 key resources (see Finding #2), if anyone one of 
these individuals contract COVID-19, the project could be negatively impacted by their lack of 
availability.

11/15/20 - No material updates for this reporting period.

10/15/20 - State leadership has indicated that they may be implementing State-wide bi-weekly 
furloughs as early as December 2020.  The project is analyzing potential impacts and risk 
mitigations to address the loss of DOE resource capacity.  Typically, SI and DOE project resources 
would be co-located in order to increase productive communications.  IV&V has observed some 
unproductive communications likely due to an over-reliance on email for communications which 
is often overly verbose and difficult to follow.  IV&V recommends the project team utilize ad-hoc 
phone discussions to improve the efficiency of communications and speed resolution of complex 
topics, instead waiting for large meetings to discuss and/or multiple volleys of laborious emails.

09/15/20 - IV&V remains concerned that COVID-19 related budget cuts could hinder funding of 
critical project budgetary needs.  State leadership have indicated they will consider 
implementing State employee furloughs as COVID-19 budget shortfall measure.  Furloughs could 
reduce the amount of time DOE team members spend on the project, which could lead to 
schedule slippage.

08/17/20 - Hawaii state leadership has indicated that they may renew a "work from home" 
mandate.  A recent COVID-19 related hiring freeze could hinder the DOE ability to augment their 
existing staff to meet project needs and to support the new system post-go-live.  Some 
stakeholders continue to question the effectiveness of virtual testing and training.

07/15/2020 - Some stakeholders have indicated that some project activities could be more 
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7 Oracle Platform 
limitations

Oracle Financials 
environment constraints 
could lead to schedule 
delays and leave the project 
unable to meet 
development, testing, and 
training objectives.

The project has planned for a total of 4 environments, currently slated 
for development, testing, training, and production.  Oracle Financial 
cloud service level agreements for environment refresh is reportedly 3 
weeks.  The SI has indicated they are working on a strategy for 
accomplishing project objectives with the limited environments and 
the DOE is reportedly making efforts to increase the number of 
environments.

Typically, projects of this size, complexity, and pace rely on quick 
environment refreshes in order to effectively meet development, testing, 
and training objectives.  Most will plan for an abundance of 
environments in order to avoid the need to repurpose environments, 
avoid project delays, and provide flexibility to "freeze" environments to 
improve testing and training quality.  If the project is unable to quickly 
refresh environments and is has only a limited number of environments. 

• Develop an environment management plan with sufficient details 
to describe how the project will mitigate related to OF environment 
limitations.
• Plan ahead to procure or provision additional environments as 
necessary based on SI recommendations that would assure 
accelerated development cycles as well as standby environments 
that will speed development in the event a critical environment has 
become corrupt (e.g., mistakes are made to irreversible fields).

01/15/21 - The project continues to address Oracle platform limitations with extensive work 
arounds which will likely increase the level of effort for OCM and training activities and 
potentially reduce user buy-in.  The SI has recently informed DOE that they will not be able to 
secure PO attachments which could expose regulated/private special education student 
information.  Also, the project has elected to eliminate the Oracle FMS default requisition 
feature in order to simplify entry of POs for their users.  Additionally, IV&V remains concerned 
that mistakes made in configuring irreversible items in UAT or in the final production 
environment could require a 3-5 week environment refresh that could further extend the 
schedule and/or delay system go-live.

12/15/30 - Feedback from testers during SIT have led the project to reevaluate the use of Oracle 
Financials (OF) use of requisitions.  The DOE legacy FMS did not utilize requisitions and testers 
have indicated the OF user interface is cumbersome, inefficient, and confusing.  Testers have 
also complained of system slowness which the SI is in the process of addressing.  Previously 
reported OF bugs introduced by the quarterly Oracle update have since been resolved by Oracle.

11/15/20 - The recent push of an Oracle quarterly update to the non-production environments 
introduced bugs and may have disrupted development efforts.  It remains unclear when Oracle 
will be able to develop a patch for these bugs.  DOE leadership remains concerned with the level 
of effort required for them to perform regression testing to test quarterly updates post go-live.  
They also remain concerned that bugs could be introduced that are not caught in regression 
testing, promoted to the production, and lead to disruption of system functionality and 
availability.  IV&V recommends DOE make extensive efforts to plan for comprehensive 
regression testing efforts.
 
10/15/20 - The SI has confirmed that some system customizations will likely be overridden when 
Oracle quarterly updates are applied to the environments.  IV&V remains concerned that, until 
Oracle is able to fix some apparent bugs in their Oracle Financials migration tools, the SI will not 
be able to automate environment refresh/rebuilds and will continue to rely on manual methods 
to build each new environment.

09/15/20 - The project has stated that the schedule extension change order will include 
additional controls to address limitations of the Oracle Financials environments.  The project has 
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8 PM processes Inefficient project 
management practices 
could lead to overall lack of 
productive project activities 
and ultimately schedule 
delays.

This project is scoped to be staffed by both a DOE PM and an SI PM 
with the SI PM managing the bulk of SDLC activities with the DOE PM 
assisting in managing DOE assigned project activities.  The DOE 
struggled to adequately staff the DOE PM position during the initial 
months of the project, until they were able to acquire a capable 
consultant to fill the role, April 2020. 
The project reported some early insufficient and inefficient project 
management processes, including:
	• Insufficient action item tracking and follow-up
	• Insufficient attention to risk management
	• Unclear project scope definition
	• Lack of clear meeting objectives and late delivery of meeting 
agenda's
	• Lack of preparation and planning for meetings and work sessions
	• Insufficient guidance on attendee management and vetting of 
attendees
	• Previous SI project manager (PM) had not met project expectations 
for project leadership, strategic direction, communication, and 
organization.
The SI has recently responded to DOE leadership concerns by removing 
the SI PM and adding a project coordinator to their team, and the SI 
engagement manager has taken over as the PM and is now making 
some progress in addressing the above concerns.  The project is 
currently operating under a draft Project Management Plan (PMP) and 
project schedule.  These deliverables were due 3/12/20 but, as of this 
reporting period, have not been finalized (see Risk #4).

Due to the accelerated project schedule, the project can ill afford to 
tolerate a lack of productivity.  Lack of good project management 
processes can lead to an overall lack of project productivity, and 
ultimately lead to schedule delays and stakeholder frustration and 
reduced buy-in.  The SI appears to be making good progress in addressing 
DOE project management concerns.  However, the impacts of operating 
the project under poor project management processes for the initial 5 
months of the project remain unclear.  The project could realize the 
reduced productivity during the planning and analysis phase has led to 
project delays.  Further, the current SI PM could be quickly overwhelmed 
as they attempt to fulfill both the PM and engagement manager roles, in 
addition to other responsibilities in their role as Vice President of 
Operations and senior CherryRoad executive (principle/partner).  The 
recently added SI project coordinator appears to have had a positive 
impact on PM processes.

• Request the SI work quickly to acquire a dedicated and highly-
capable project manager that has proven experience successfully 
driving an Oracle cloud-based K-12 project in an accelerated 
timeframe.
• Monitor and provide regular feedback on PM processes and 
implement continuous process improvement processes to assure 
consistent and effective project management.
• Integrate risk management practices into existing processes (e.g. 
Review important deadlines in weekly working sessions).
• Document and execute detailed risk mitigation steps for tasks that 
appear to be slipping that include offering additional resources to 
support project team members who are falling behind on critical 
path tasks.
• Reallocate SI PM responsibilities so they can focus on effective, 
detailed management of the project.  Consider augmenting the team 
with a project assistant to manage the project schedule.
• Project leadership reassess meeting scheduling processes and 
reach agreement with DOE SMEs on more optimal meeting 
governance to reduce the number and length of meetings so the 
project team can focus on and accelerate project tasks.

01/15/21 - DOE SMEs continue to report (and IV&V has observed) instances of unproductive 
work sessions due to a lack of SI preparation for meetings.  SI leads continue to rely on large 
meeting to elicit information from DOE SMEs when one-on-one phone calls could suffice.  
Further, meeting minutes and meeting agendas are not consistently provided to attendees.  DOE 
PMO and IV&V continue to note instances of the SI scheduling meetings with multiple DOE 
participants that may have been unnecessary, or the amount of time taken could have been 
reduced if the SI had one-on-one conversations with SMEs to clarify or resolve issues prior to (or 
in lieu of) meeting with the larger group.  IV&V recommends project leadership reassess 
meeting scheduling processes and reach agreement with DOE SMEs on more optimal meeting 
governance to reduce that number and length of meetings so the project team can accelerate 
project tasks.  It appears the SI PM continues to be overallocated as some PM tasks are delayed, 
rushed, or missed, which may reduce the effectiveness of the overall management of the 
project.  

12/15/20 - DOE SME's continue to report instances of unproductive work sessions due to a lack 
of SI preparation for meetings and/or lack of coordination of activities.  Meeting minutes and 
meeting agenda's are not consistently provided to attendee's.  DOE PMO and IV&V continue to 
note instances of the SI scheduling meetings with multiple DOE participants that may have been 
unnecessary or the amount of time taken could have been reduced if the SI had one-on-one 
conversations with SME's to clarify or resolve issues prior to (or in lieu of) meeting with the 
larger group.  It appears the SI PM continues to be overallocated as some PM tasks are delayed 
or rushed, which may reduce the effectiveness of the overall management of the project.

11/15/20 - SI efforts to offload Testing Lead responsibilities from the PM to their new Test Lead 
have not met DOE expectations.  If the SI PM continues to lead testing, the quality of SI project 
management could continue to be negatively impacted.  Further, it remains unclear if adequate 
risk mitigation steps are being taken by the SI to ensure project deadlines are met.  SI efforts to 
augment their team to accelerate tasks have not always proved successful.  Therefore, IV&V is 
raising this risk to "Medium" priority.  IV&V recommends DOE leadership work with the SI to 
address resource management planning and SI staff augmentation options to assure important 
project deadlines are not missed.

10/15/20 - The SI has recently added a new resources to assist with management of project 
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9 Security model - 
complex

User provisioning and 
security model complexities 
could lead to unmet user 
expectations, unfulfilled 
business objectives, and 
schedule delays

Initial security discussions have revealed some complexities and 
challenges with implementing a security model that fully meets DOE 
business objectives including segregation of duties, principle of least 
privilege.  The project has elected to implement a single Business Unit 
(BU) for all of DOE, which could create system implementation 
challenges given Oracle Financials security is optimally implemented 
for multiple BU's.  The SI is making efforts to ensure DOE business 
objectives are met and can be implemented so as not to put an undue 
burden on user provisioning staff.

Implementation of a security model that does not meet user 
expectations and fully support end user provisioning and segregation of 
duties controls can lead to user frustration that:
	- Security is too restrictive and hinders their ability to be productive and  
do their job
	- Security is overly permissive and privileged information is visible to 
other groups that do not have a business need for the data 
	- User provisioning maintenance is overly complex and/or labor 
intensive
	- The security model has made testing overly complex due to tester user 
provisioning challenges 
The security model is currently being developed by a single SI resource. 
Failure to fully vet the proposed security model with other Oracle 
Financials cloud security experts could lead a less than optimal security 
model which could lead to unmet user expectations as well as project 
disruption in the event that a significant change to the model is needed 
as go-live approaches.

• SI make efforts to fully vet the proposed security model with 
multiple Oracle Financials cloud security strategy experts prior to 
implementation.
• Make early OCM efforts to manage expectations based on 
potential limitations of the security model as they relate to business 
objectives.
• DOE establish clear controls with regard to segregation of duties 
and least privilege permissions.

01/15/21 - The project has identified several platform security limitations that could limit DOE's 
ability to secure and hide sensitive information from their users.  For example, the project is 
accepting the risk that users will be able to access data that has previous been secured/hidden 
from their users (e.g., schools will be able to see other school's assets and procurement 
information).  The single SI resources responsible for developing the security model and 
implementing security configurations in the system continues to struggle to meet project 
deadlines and effectively communicate the security model to DOE stakeholders.  Failure to 
effectively communicate the security model to DOE SMEs could lead to DOE signing off on a 
model that does not meet their expectations.  Testers have reported that security changes have 
been implemented without prior warning and security changes in the SIT environment have not 
followed release management procedures.  It appears the SI is trading off quality for expedience 
in order to accelerate security tasks that have fallen behind schedule.   The SI has onboarded an 
additional security resource to address these struggles.  IV&V is concerned that compromises in 
security due to plaform and auto provisioning limitations could increase the risk of fraud.  It 
remains unclear if users could potentially create and approve invoices that could result in 
personal gain.  Platform limitations have led the project to accept the risk that purchase order 
(PO) attachments will no longer be hidden from other users.  Therefore, the project will need to 
develop new user procedures to remove sensitive data from attachments (e.g., PO attachments 
currently include details of special education students that are required by regulation or statue 
to be kept private.  Procedures will now need to be developed to prevent this information from 
being displayed in a PO attachment).  The SI continues to experience release management 
challenges with regard to system security.  For example, the project reported an incident where 
the SI claimed security deliverables were ready for review though it wasn't.  This incident led to 
a 1-week delay in security implementations, though, the SI has stated it will not affect the 
system go-live date.  The project has elected to scale back auto provisioning at the sub-
organization level which should simplify some security configurations.  Due to multiple risk 
factors detailed in this update, IV&V has escalated this finding to a "High" priority issue.

12/15/20 - Security model changes continue to be implemented throughout SIT which has led to 
tests being invalidated and multiple retests by DOE testers.  It appears the security model was 
not thoroughly unit tested prior to implementation into the SIT environment.  IV&V continues to 
recommend DOE request the SI augment their team with OF security experts to validate the 
security model and implementation strategies prior to UAT.  The single SI security resource 
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10 Release 
management

Inadequate release 
management processes 
could lead to significant 
rework and schedule delays

Due to existing Oracle Financials cloud limitations, upload of data is 
often difficult to back out.  Errors made during data uploads can either 
require manual data entry corrections or an environment refresh that 
will likely take 3 weeks.  During initial uploads to the development 
environment, the wrong version of a file use mistakenly uploaded 
which created some disruption of development activities.

Due to limitations of the OF cloud limitations, back out of bad data or 
configurations is not always automated and therefore can require 
manual correction of data.  Alternatively, if the data corruption is 
significant, the project may elect to refresh the environment to a 
previous state, however, an OF refresh will likely take 3 weeks, which 
may not be feasible given the tight deadlines.  
If comprehensive quality controls are not implemented as an integral 
part of release management processes, mistakes that are made by both 
DOE and the SI  can be difficult to back out.  Lack of clear upload file 
versioning and other controls could lead to wrong files being uploaded 
which could lead to disruption of development efforts and, if not caught, 
could lead to disruption of testing phases and ultimately, schedule 
slippage. 
If release management procedures are unclear or if the execution of 
release procedures lack sufficient rigor, the likelihood of missteps may 
increase.  Missteps during testing or go-live could lead to user confusion, 
reduced user buy-in, costly schedule delays, reduced executive 
stakeholder project support, and a negative public perception that could 
be picked up by the local media (aka "bad press").

• Implement comprehensive release management processes and 
quality controls (checks and double-checks) to ensure the right files 
are uploads with clean data.
• Institute rigorous checklists and code freeze communications prior 
to customer demonstrations.

01/15/21 -  Testers have reported that excessive security changes have been implemented 
without prior warning in the SIT environment during testing.  Each time the SI implements 
changes/fixes to SIT, testers typically are required to re-run their test scripts; excessive changes 
can increase testers workload.  It appears the SI continues to trade off quality for expedience in 
order to accelerate project tasks that have fallen behind schedule.  DOE SMEs continue to have 
little confidence in the SIs ability to ensure quality.  The SIs release management processes 
continue to lack sufficient rigor.  IV&V remains concerned that mistakes made in configuring 
irreversible items in UAT or in the final production environment could require a 3-to-5-week 
environment refresh that could further extend the schedule and/or delay system go-live.  
Therefore,  IV&V has escalated this risk to "High" priority.

12/15/20 - The SI continues to experience release management challenges.  Recently, the 
worker interface file was uploaded into the SIT environment without notifying the DOE test lead, 
effectively invalidating their tests without notice.  The testing lead happened to recognize the 
problem when they were re-running a test script and noticed different results due to the change 
in the worker data.  With multiple members of the project team working at or beyond capacity, 
testing coordination has become difficult and led to testing missteps.  IV&V remains concerned 
that SI unit testing may be inadequate as they rush to complete tasks.  Failure to fully unit test 
configurations/code pushes the burden of finding bugs onto the DOE testing team who is already 
operating at capacity.  IV&V recommends DOE request the SI improve their unit testing efforts.  
Previous SI release management challenges continue to create problems (incorrect date 
formats) for interface development as the system does not allow developers to easily back out 
incorrect configurations.

11/15/20 - The SI continues to have some challenges with ensuring their leads are consistently 
following release management processes and keeping DOE SME's well informed of their release 
management activities.  DOE and IV&V remains concerned with the quality of SI implementation 
activities and that the SI may not have sufficient quality assurance processes in place for system 
configuration activities.  

10/15/20 - Though the SI has established processes and procedures for release management, 
they admittedly are having some challenges with ensuring they are consistently followed.  The SI 
leads have made good progress in inputting data into the configuration workbooks, however, 
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11 Long term 
support

Insufficient knowledge 
transfer and M&O planning 
prior to go-live could lead to 
project delays and 
diminished quality of post 
go-live support.

`There appears to be a lack of clarity around post go-live support 
responsibilities and the level of SI support.  Apparently, some 
contractual post go-live support requirements have yet to be clarified 
and agreed to between the SI and DOE.  Further, DOE expectations for 
the SI to train their IT staff have not been met.  The DOE IT group 
currently has some interface development project responsibilities and 
DOE's expectation was that the SI would provide sufficient knowledge 
transfer (KT) on Oracle Financials (OF) and Oracle Integration Cloud 
(OIC) in order to perform these tasks in a timely manner as well as 
meet expectations for DOE post go-live support responsibilities.  DOE 
has stated their expectation that DOE IT staff would work alongside 
the SI technical team for KT throughout project implementation, 
however, the level of KT has not met DOE expectations thus far.  The SI 
has stated they are not contractually obligated to formally train the 
DOE IT staff on the technology.

If the DOE IT staff are not sufficiently trained to effectively implement 
their project tasks this could lead to a reduction of efficient execution 
and quality of the technical components they have been assigned and, 
ultimately, to schedule slippage.  Lack of clarity or sufficient planning 
around post go-live support could lead to diminished quality of post go-
live support.  Failure to adequately augment the existing DOE IT group 
with OF skillsets could leave DOE unable to adequately support the new 
OF system post go-live and lead to an over-reliance on costly vendor 
resources and impact the project budget.

• DOE develop a resource management plan to address gaps in their 
existing their existing IT team to ensure they are able to meet 
expectations for project implementation and post go-live support.
• DOE explore seeking legislative exemptions to acquire experienced 
Oracle Financials (OF) resources to fill gaps on their IT staff as soon 
as possible to reduce dependence on vendors to support the system 
and to fill current skillset gaps and capacity constraints with existing 
DOE IT resources.
• Consider preparing return on investment (ROI) data to present to 
the legislature that could clearly justify the cost of highly 
compensated OF (possibly exempt) resources that could potentially 
provide cost savings to the state compared to the cost of equivalent 
vendor support contracts.
• Clarify SI KT, warranty, and post go-live support contractual 
obligations well ahead of go-live to avoid disagreements and last 
minute efforts to adequately support the system post go-live.

01/15/21 - The SI has made efforts to provide DOE with details of their plans for knowledge 
tranfer which DOE is in the process of reviewing.  M&O planning is underway but the SI has 
recognized the need for more experienced resources for this effort and plans to augment their 
team appropriately.  

12/15/20 - The DOE IT team is making efforts to prepare for post go-live support and remains 
concerned the complexity of the security model could make it difficult to support.  While details 
of post go-live support DOE/SI responsibilities have yet to be clarified, the SI has begun work on 
an M&O plan.  The SI has stated they plan to garner lessons learned as the project progresses to 
help determine the recommended levels of support.

11/15/20 - IV&V and DOE leadership remains concerned with the level of effort required for 
DOE to perform post go-live regression testing to test quarterly updates.  They also remain 
concerned that bugs could be introduced that are not caught in regression testing that could be 
inadvertently promoted to the production environment, which could quickly overwhelm DOE 
resources as they work to correct or provide adequate work arounds.  DOE is in the process of 
evaluating automated testing tools that could enhance regression testing post go-live.  Details of 
post go-live support DOE/SI responsibilities have yet to be clarified.

10/15/20 - The SI has scheduled 4-5 two hour Knowledge Transfer (KT) sessions for the DOE 
support staff who will be performing system user provisioning tasks post go-live.  The project 
has initiated Maintenance & Operations (M&O) meetings to begin planning for post go-live 
system support.

09/15/20 - Current schedule extension change request negotiations are addressing DOE 
concerns with regard to a lack of knowledge transfer (KT) to ensure the DOE IT team is able to 
effectively complete assigned project activities and support the system post go-live. DOE 
leadership has stated the DOE IT team has yet to be trained to effectively perform security 
related tasks, and it remains unclear when DOE IT team will begin performing these tasks.  DOE 
leadership has stated they do not have budget to augment their staff and may not be able to 
fully support the new system post go-live.  IV&V remains concerned that this could negatively 
impact the project and post go-live support.  Therefore, IV&V is raising this finding from a 
preliminary concern to a medium risk.
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12 Testing Insufficient testing strategy 
and planning could lead to 
poor test quality, including 
incomplete and invalid test 
results

IV&V has observed some unproductive test preparation work sessions 
and some confusion among the project team members as some 
elements of the test strategy and plan are unclear or not well defined.  
At times, it appears the SI is asking DOE test leads to perform activities 
they lack expertise to perform. 
DOE test leads have also stated that SI led testing preparation efforts 
have not always been productive and have not met their expectations 
that the SI would provide sufficient testing preparation guidance.   
The SI appears to have  responded by replacing the SI Test Lead, and 
the SI PM has taken over as the SI Test Lead, despite concerns that the 
SI PM may be overallocated.  
It is unclear whether the SI PM has capacity to effectively lead the 
testing effort and provide DOE test leads with sufficient guidance for 
them to adequately prepare for testing.  The SI reports that they are 
making efforts to find a permanent replacement.

Additionally, IV&V has concerns with the proposed testing strategy.  
The SI has stated they intend to begin SIT without some system 
components being fully operational which could, A) result in 
incomplete testing and, B) invalidate test results for functionality that 
has been previously tested. 

Delays and unproductive test preparation sessions could lead to schedule 
delays once the project realizes they are not ready for SIT and UAT 
testing phases.   If the SI cannot effectively leverage their testing 
expertise to offer guidance to the DOE testing team, DOE testing 
stakeholders could find themselves unprepared for SIT and UAT phases, 
which could lead to schedule delays.

If the project, A) does not clearly define SIT or UAT entrance criteria 
and/or B) enters SIT or UAT phases without some system components 
being fully operational, the value of the project testing phases could be 
significantly reduced and lead to excessive bugs, overcomplicated 
testing, a solution that cannot perform the required or necessary 
functionality, and ultimately extend the project schedule.

• Clarify and fully vet the testing strategy and plans for DOE leads 
and stakeholders.
• Develop and implement a robust regression test methodology.
• Develop and implement an efficient process for updating/refining 
test scripts based on tester.

01/15/21 - DOE continues to report that their expectation for SI led testing activities have not 
been met.  The SI has recently revisited their test script quality and has committed to making 
improvements.  IV&V remains concerned that the SIs testing approach lacks sufficient rigor and 
quality controls and that there is currently no indication the project will perform SIT regression 
tests.  SIT testing results seem positive thus far, however, IV&V and DOE leadership remain 
concerned that test script may lack sufficient coverage of some aspects of system functionality.  
The project has elected to implement some functionality late into UAT which could reduce the 
quality of UAT testing and lead to unexpected bugs at go-live.

12/15/20 - DOE has indicated that the SI testing approach and SI produced test script quality has 
not met DOE expectations.  The DOE Test Lead has noted multiple shifts in approach, 
inefficiencies, and confusing procedures.  Testers have noted multiple test script grammar and 
spelling errors and have complained that scripts lack sufficient instructions or important step 
execution details.  This has led to an increase in the test teams workload as they struggle to 
follow some script instructions.  This could also lead to testers marking a test as successful when 
it is not.  It appears the SIT test scripts were not reviewed (proofread or QA'd) by the SI prior to 
delivery to the DOE test team and may not have been used for SI unit testing, a common practice 
to ensure test script quality.  Further, testers have reported instances where they were given 
test scripts that tested functionality that had not been fully implemented in the system.  The 
project has elected to forego revising the test scripts throughout SIT due to time constraints, but 
plans to revise them before the start of UAT.  DOE has accepted this risk in order to keep with 
their aggressive schedule.

11/15/20 - The SI has recently added an additional resource to lead the testing effort, however, 
it appears that the SI PM continues to lead testing.  If testing leadership is stretched too thin, the 
quality of testing planning and testing activities could be negatively impacted.  DOE testers have 
raised concerns with the quality of SI produced test scripts and the process for continuous 
improvement of testing scripts remains unclear and may not be adequate.  The project continues 
to plan for late introduction of some system functionality into SIT.  IV&V remains concerned that 
this could negatively impact the quality of the SIT phase.  If development delays are not 
addressed soon and/or excessive bugs are realized late into SIT, the project schedule could slip.  
It remains unclear if the project would take on the additional risk of exiting SIT without full 
system functionality and/or if they would enter UAT without full system functionality.

Quality 
Management

Risk Medium Open 9/15/2020

13 Antiquated  
systems

Integration with older  
(antiquated technology) 
systems could be 
unexpectedly complicated 
and lead to schedule delays

The project currently has requirements to integrate with older systems 
that often lack sufficient documentation and/or system expertise.  A 
number of systems that the new FMS must interface with are based on 
older technology that may be incompatible with new technology and 
can be difficult to integrate with.  Many systems have accumulated a 
significant amount (decades in some instances) of technical debt, 
reportedly due to lack of funding and technical team capacity.  For 
example, it has been reported that patching for many systems are 
severely out of date and may run on Operating Systems or other 
software technology/tools that are no longer supported by the vendor.  
Many of these systems no longer have system experts because support 
staff have moved on or retired, and documentation and/or knowledge 
transfer upon their departure may not have been sufficient.  
Documentation for many older systems is reportedly missing or 
incomplete.   

Unexpected complications that arise in attempts to integrate with 
antiquated systems can lead to project delays or unexpected costs for 
tools to compensate for limitations of antiquated systems.  Interface 
development efforts can also be delayed when expected system 
documentation, expertise, or vendor support is no longer available.  
Given the amount of technical debt these systems have accumulated 
over the years and the lack of system patching, the system could open 
the FMS replacement system, other connected systems, and the DOE to 
undue system failure risks.  If any of these antiquated DOE systems fail 
during project execution, project resources (who are already at capacity) 
will likely have to be reallocated towards repair and recovery of these 
systems, and lead to schedule delays.

• Consider petitioning the State leadership for additional funding to 
resolve technical debt that could be putting the project and the State 
at risk of potentially embarrassing and costly security breaches 
and/or critical system failures.
• Consider prioritizing patching and system upgrades to stabilize 
boundary systems.
• Perform early discovery and due diligence to identify potential 
complications with integrating with older systems.
• Consider implementing early, basic proof of concept interfacing 
with older systems to assure integration is feasible and to vet 
optimal interface solutions.

01/15/21 - Some external interface delays have led to project schedule delays and the project 
has made additional efforts to address external department delays.  For example, ETS took 1 
month to get approval for the 40 hours of work to implement project requested changes to their 
interface.  Some project tasks have been delayed due to late engagement of the DOE Office of 
Talent Management (OTM), as the project has paused some activities to determine how 
utilization of some Oracle HCM data elements could negatively impact future DOE plans to 
migrate their HR systems to Oracle HCM.  Further, unresolved issues with DOE check printing 
interfaces to DAGS could lead to additional delays as there is no clear solution for check print 
overflows and OFO (facilities) interface issues have yet to be resolved.

12/15/20 - Interfaces continue to face delays and are likely to continue to cause schedule 
slippage.  Interfaces with external systems continues to be a challenge for the project.  It 
remains unclear why the DAGS payroll system interfaces has been delayed.  Concerns have been 
raised that outbound interface testing could be hindered if external stakeholders are unavailable 
or unresponsive.  For example, the project has yet to get a clear answer with regards to p-card 
migration from Bank of Hawaii to First Hawaiian Bank.  Delays like this could lead to project 
delays.

11/15/20 - The project is continuing efforts to modernize the DAGS payroll system interface; 
however, it remains unclear whether delays will be introduced due to DAGS limited capacity to 
support this effort.

10/15/20 - The project has identified at least one existing incoming boundary system interface 
that they will be making efforts to modernize as a means to decouple from the mainframe and 
simplify ongoing M&O efforts.  The interface currently utilizes an antiquated encoding format 
(EBCDIC) and inefficient processing steps.  The project is working with DAGS payroll to 
coordinate modernization efforts, but the level of effort has yet to be clarified.

System 
Architecture & 
Design

Risk Medium Open 9/15/2020
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